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Introduction
The paint brush industry is one of those in-
dustries which is more or less taken for granted. It was
established years and years ago, and most people expect it
to continue indefinitely in its same small niche. Perhaps
that is why the industry has had so little attention from
the average man. As a result, the public knows little
about the industry, and not much has been done to reveal
its workings and problems.
No book of any moment has been written on the
subject* Material seems to be confined to pamphlets, a
few trade magazines, letters, and an occasional reference.
This is a strange situation because the industry has had
a rich history and a large amount of money has been made
by some of its members.
Recently, a few people have begun to take a
vibrant interest in the affairs of the industry. Who has
become interested at such a late date? Why? The answer
is fairly simple. The product of the industry has been
unable to keep pace with mass production. Because painting
was slowing up the wheels of progress, engineers and in-
ventors began to study the possibilities of speeding up
that phase of the work. The efforts have resulted in the

2introduction of the spray gun, Now the brush manufacturers
are wondering just where they stand in the industrial world.
The last few years have indicated a fairly definite trend,
but the depression has obscured conditions sufficiently so
that it is rather difficult to arrive at an irrefutable
answer.
The object of this study was to ascertain
definitely, if possible, the fate or possibilities awaiting
this particular industry. With this object in mind, the
various problems and difficulties were considered in order
to arrive at a clear understanding of the perplexing
conditions.

I Brief History of the Industry

History (1)
The brush industry had its origin many long years
ago. In the fourteenth century the master brushmakers of
Germany had a guild that operated in the various provinces
and in a large portion of Poland. The English brushmakers
had no charter but they met and conducted their affairs in
secret. Many of the master brushmakers were members of the
guild of carpenters, the association probably growing up
through their mutual interest in the brush stock.
It is possible to go back further than the four-
teenth century. Some of the old masters were in the habit
of making their own brushes with string and a stock, and
with bristles the natural color of the hog. Painters in
the Middle Ages prized the hog’s-hair brush. There is a
story told about the painter Giotto. He was once knocked
down by a herd of pigs, but he jumped up and bowed grace-
fully to one of them, saying: "Well done l I have made
many a florin out of your bristles and yet have never
offered you a bowl of soup J" (2)
The brush has a long history in the Orient. The
Chinese made paint brushes having cane handles a thousend
years ago; and they still make them. (3)
The Brushmaker(1) Kiddier
(2) Ibid
(3) Ibid
page 48
page 50

In Egypt the ancient artists painted on stone
with brushes made of a palm leaf stslk. To go back to
prehistoric times, we find that the feather was used as
a paint brush. Its use was continued until a short while
ago.
Brush manufacturing began in New England in 1808
in the vicinity of Boston. The first commercial manu-
facturers of brushes in this country were Seth Whiting
and John Adams. They began to make brushes in Medfield
at about this time and drove into Boston to sell them to
the hardware and similar merchants, the principal ones
being located in Dock Square.
Boston was once the most important brush manu-
facturing city in the world, (about 1890-1919). (1)
One-third of the bristles used in the United States were
made up into brushes in Boston, and the same percentage
of the country’s good brushes were made here in Boston.
• >
(1) Information on Brushes, Whiting-Adams Co page 21,
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Size and Importance
From these early beginnings the industry has
grown, but it is a comparatively small one, although a
considerable amount of money has been made in it*
Figures covering the annual value of the output of paint
and varnish brushes (including artists’) as given by the
Census of Manufacturers:
1927 # 17,451,786
1929 16,440,305
1931 10,466,164
1933 8,288,879
The Paint and Varnish Brush Division of the industry has
approximately twenty-three hundred employees* (1)
(1) Figures supplies by the secretary of the American
Brush Manufacturers Association
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8According to these figures, the industry has
fallen off "badly in the last few years. The low point
was reached around 1933-34, but as yet improvement has
not been very great. The number of establishments has
been reduced more than one-third since 1919; wage earners
have been reduced one-fourth; and wages have suffered a
one-third reduction. Figures for cost of materials,
value of products, and value added by manufacture have
also been reduced by approximately one-third during the
same interval.
It is difficult to tell whether the shrinkage is
permanent or whether it is merely the result of the de-
pression. It is probable that the industry will regain
some of its lost ground within the next few years, but it
is very improbable that it will regain its former im-
portance.
Important Members of the Industry
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Devoe and Raynolds,
Star Brush Manufacturing Co.,
J. C. Pushee & Sons, Inc,,
Gerts Lombard & Company,
Maendler Brush Company,
Hanlon and Goodman,
Baltimore
,
Brooklyn,
Long Island City^
Boston^
Chicago,
St. Paul,
Belleville ,N. J.
L

Rubberset Company, Newark,
Whiting-Adams Company, Boston,
These concerns are listed in their approximate
order of importance* The first two houses are also large
manufacturers of paint*
The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company is the most
versatile concern in the field. As its name implies, it was
originally a manufacturer of plate glass. In 1932 Pittsburgh
Plate's business consisted of the following items. It sold
about
48 per cent of U. S. plate glass §>10,000,000
25 per cent of U. S. sheet glass 2,000,000
10 per cent of U. S. paint 20,000,000
As has been previously stated, the brush business is small,
and Pittsburgh's brush business was left out of considera-
tion. (1)
Pittsburgh Plate purchased a controlling interest
in the Patton Paint Company in 1900 and the Rennous ,Kleinle
& Company brush factory in 1901. This step caused consider-
able comment In the industry because of the competitive
possibilities involved, but it proved to be a profitable
and shrewd move. Glass and paint are both sold to the
building trade and to hardware stores, and the Pittsburgh
salesmen, working from a distributing warehouse, can sell
the products in conjunction. The other concerns which manu-
facture brushes exclusively are having a difficult time;
Pittsburgh's diversification gives it a tremendous advantage.
(1) Fortune, January, 1934 Life Goes On page 43,
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Code of Fair Competition

10
Trade Practices Constituted Unfair Methods of Competition,
There has been considerable competition in the
brush manufacturing industry for a number of years, but it
did not become a particularly serious problem until the
shrinkage in the volume of business, then methods of
obtaining orders began to be closely studied. The ethics
of many policies were questioned, and by the time the
National Recovery Administration came into existence, the
industry was ready with a long list of so-called unfair
practices for its code of fair competition.
The code proclaimed that the following business
practices constituted unfair methods of competition and
were therefore prohibited: (1)
1. No member of the industry shall falsely mark
or brand any product of the industry which has the
tendency to mislead or deceive customers or pros-
pective customers, whether as to the grade, quality,
quantity, substance, character, nature, origin,
size, finish or preparation of any product of the
industry.
2. No member of the industry shall publish or
cause to be published advertising (whether printed,
radio, display or of any other nature) which is mis-
leading or inaccurate in any material particular nor
(1) Code of Fair Competition for the Brush Manufacturing
Industry. National Recovery Administration.
page 432,
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11
shall any member in any way misrepresent any product
of the industry.
3. No member of the industry shall attempt to
induce the breach of an existing contract between a
competitor and his customer or source of supply; nor
shall any such member interfere with or obstruct the
performance of such contractual duties or services.
4. No member of the industry shall extend to
certain purchasers any rebates, refunds, commissions,
credits, special services, privileges or discounts
not extended to all purchasers of the same class on
like terms and conditions.
(a) Nor give allowances for advertising, or extra
discounts, or dating on bills, or special credit
terms, which are not extended to all purchasers of
the same cla.ss under like terms and conditions.
(b) Nor make allowances and/or payments ,directly
or indirectly, to or for a customer in connection
with that customer* s cooperative advertising, which
are not extended to all purchasers of the same class
under like terms and conditions.
(c) Nor make allowances and/or payments ,directly
or indirectly, for space within and/or on a buyer’s
premises for any purpose whatsoever, which are not
extended to all purchasers of the same class under
like terms and conditions.
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5. No member of the industry shall issue in-
voices, or other documents covering the sale of
brushes in which the prices, terms ,discounts
,
allowances, or any other condition or terms of sale
or facts relating thereto are falsely stated; or
issue invoices or other documents with the under-
standing that the buyer is to pay a price or receive
any considerations that are different from those
shown on the invoice.
6. No member of the industry shall knowingly
ship or deliver brushes which do not conform to
samples submitted, or to specifications upon which
prices are quoted or to other representations made
prior to securing an order.
7. No member of the industry shall knowingly
use or substitute materials inferior in quality or
of a different nature and character than those
specified by the purchaser and promised at the time
the order is accepted.
8. No member of the industry shall either di-
rectly or indirectly exchange, promote, encourage or
in any way assist in the exchange of brushes, other
than those manufactured by him or bought for the
purpose of resale.
9. No member of the industry shall ship or
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13
deliver any goods on consignment or engage in the
practice of carrying accounts, as defined in
Section 4 of Article II, whether in whole or in
part, except that a manufacturer may take over a
stock of goods on a consigned basis for legitimate
credit reasons but in such case he shall immediately
report the circumstances to the Code Authority and
such stock of goods, so taken over, shall not be
carried on consignment for a period longer then
three months.
Freight Charges.
1* No member of the industry shall allow or pay,
directly or indirectly, secretly or otherwise,
freight and/or delivery charges except as follows?
(2) It shall be optional with each member of the
industry to allow and/or pay freight and/or delivery
charges but such allowances shall be not greater than
f.c.b. manufacturer’s shipping point with actual
freight as defined by Interstate Commerce Commission
classifications, allowed or prepaid to any point
within the United States, and in no case shall store
door delivery be prohibited,
(b) In Zone 1, as defined under the Federal post
office parcel post regulations surrounding the manu-
facturer’s plant, such manufacturer may make delivery

by any means at his command.
(c) If a manufacturer elects to allow or pay
freight and/or delivery charges outside of Zone 1,
as defined by Federal post office parcel post re-
gulations, he may elect to ship by any means at his
command provided the total allowances do not exceed
the freight as described in Subsection (a) of this
section.
The code committee did not overlook many possi-
bilities when it formulated its list. Several of the
practices, particularly one and two, were not particularly
troublesome, but they v rere included in order to blanket the
whole field. Some improvement undoubtedly resulted as a
result of the code, but it is necessary to recognize the
fact that all manufacturers did not reform because the pro-
hibitions were put down in black and white. Rules and the
Federal Trade Commission cannot catch up with all the
offenders. The advent of N. R. A. and its abolishment has
made but little difference to the brush industry.
Many of the firms are guilty of one or more of
the above practices, but they like to think that the little
fly-by-night concerns are responsible for these methods.
The favorite story deals with small New York manufacturers
who had difficulty in counting out a dozen brushes and who
solved this problem by adding one or two more for good
measure
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Hugh Johnson
1
s Summary ( 1
)
In his report to the President, prefacing the Code,
Hugh Johnson summed up the condition of the brush industry.
He noted that imports were causing a serious problem because
there were large quantities which were selling at very low
unit prices. Japan and Germany were the chief sources of
these goods. Another source of competition which he men-
tioned was the making of brushes in Federal penitentiaries.
Complete modem equipment has been installed in many of the
prisons.
About 7,200 people were employed in the industry
in 1929, but this number dropped to 5,400 in June, 1935.
The number rose to 6,600 in October, 1933; a figure which
was only eight per cent under the peak year of 1929.
Mr. Johnson concluded that this industry "normally
employs not more than 50,000 employees; and is not classi-
fied by me as a major industry." (2)
The following discussion will consider the
summary written by Mr. Johnson, but it will probe deeper
into the internal conditions and attempt to discover the
underlying difficulties besetting the industry.
(1) Code of Fair Competition for the Brush Manufacturing
Industry pages 424-425
(2) Code of Fair Competition page 425
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Ill SOURCES of COMPETITION

Sources of Competition.
The making of brushes in Federal penitentiaries
is a source of severe competition.
The objects of convict labor .
The objects of convict labor are of course under-
standable, but there are many conflicting elements which
must necessarily enter into the consideration of the
problem. The old notion is that the work is a part of the
punishment, a new one is that criminals should be taught
to do productive work and made into useful citizens, (l)
Naturally, on the surface, this latter aim seems to be for
the benefit of society as a whole. But criminals cannot
always be reformed and made into useful citizens, and when
the aim is accomplished, it is frequently at the expense
of free labor. The problem is a difficult one and
arguments are numerous on both sides. And meanwhile,
although free industry and free labor accept work as a
general principle, they protest against the competition
which results from such occupation. The brush manufacturers
are among those vitally interested in the subject of convict
labor because they believe that they are suffering
(l) Prison Industries page 6,
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real injuries under the existing policies. They have made
several bitter protests against the existing conditions.
Since the World War competition has shifted from
production to distribution and markets are easily disturbed.
The prison labor problem has now become an industrial pro-
blem because of certain inherent characteristics of this
type of labor.
It is difficult for the average manufacturer to
compete with prison-made goods on a price basis. The aim
of industry is to make a profit but that is not the deter-
mining factor in prison industries. The accounting systems
used differ. In a cost analysis of several products it was
found that various elements recognized as entering into
costs, such as rent, overhead items, selling costs, and
sometimes factory labor, were entirely overlooked. (1)
When these items were present in the analysis, the amounts
charged were usually insufficient to put them on a footing
with ordinary factory operations. It is an established
fact that few prisons are making regular cost analyses of
their products.
A few illustrations would be interesting. (2)
Two prison factories figured binder twine labor costs at
$0.0055 and 0.0044 per pound. Free factories figured on a
cost of $0.01 per pound.
Three prison factories figured labor costs at
75, 90, and 91.4 cents per dozen work shirts. One outside
.
'• f
(1) Prison Industries , United States Dept. of Commerce
,
page 17
(2) Ibid page 17
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factory figured $1.90 per dozen while six free factories
averaged $2. per dozen.
Overhead charges are far from being uniform.
Prison industries do not pay workmen’s compensation in-
surance. In contract prison shops the contract terms
varied with the shop. In only one prison did the con-
tractor pay rent, although he usually paid for heat, light,
and power. Only a few prison industries operating under
State account made a charge for interest, depreciation,
maintenance, and other overhead items. (1) Free industries
are not in a position to neglect these items.
Prison Industries quotes as follows from the
report of certified public accountants engaged in 1920 to
analyze cost and other records as a basis for sales prices
in a certain State prison: (2)
"The amount of detailed records of materials,
costs, and prices kept in the several departments showed
great variation, the department being particularly
noticeable for its lack of records. There were no records
of the material used in this department during the year,
the orders for which it had been used, the rates used
during the year in pricing the outside sales, nor the esti-
mated costs upon which the sales prices had been based.
• • •
The lack of records in the department, as
previously mentioned, is due to the fact that there is no
( 1 )
( 2 )
Prison Industries,
n
page IV,
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clerk in this department; that the foreman in charge of the
department is not familiar with such records and their use;
and that the superintendent has not seen fit to take steps
to remedy the trouble himself. n
The above is a typical sample of the lack of
proper accounting in many prison industries functioning
under the State control method. Is it any wonder that
private industries denounce the prison competition because
of unfairness?
The market is sensitive and reacts quickly to the
presence of goods selling below the prevailing price level.
Prices drop and profit margins are reduced. There is no
valid objection if the new prices are the result of
operating efficiencies and a fair profit is taken, but if
the reduction is the result of unfair advantages, efficient
producers may be forced out of the field in spite of their
efforts to remain a factor in their industries. The ex-
amples given above show the difficulties experienced by
private industries operating with free labor in competing
on a price basis with products made by prison labor.
The complaint has been made that prison goods are
ordinarily sold without identification and the buyer knows
nothing of their origin. (1) If a distinction could be
made between products of free and convict labor, a classi-
fication would become apparent and the goods could be sold
(1) Prison Industries, page 2,
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in different markets. (1) Reactions to labeling vary with
the individual; some people would ignore the producer and
base their purchase on price alone, while others would
willingly pay a higher price to obtain goods produced by
free labor.
Although labeling may prevent a few sales, it is
a difficulty that has been overcome. Convict made binder
twine, labeled as to origin and priced below other pri-
vately produced twine successfully competed with the latter.
In another case, the public knew that a certain large de-
partment store v/as selling prison-made goods. Its prices
were low and it was evidently appealing to a particular
group of buyers because officers of stores handling higher
priced goods declared that their sales had not fallen off
as a result of the possible competition. (2) Nevertheless,
those connected with free industry would be happy if all
such products were required to be labeled.
(1) Many states have laws stating that convict goods sell-
ing on the open markets must be so marked that the
purchaser will know their origin. Among them are:
California, Colorado, Indiana, Louisiana, Kentucky, Maine,
Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Washington. The
following states require persons selling such products to
take out a license for their sale: Colorado, Indiana, New
York, and Pennsylvania.
(2) Prison Industries i page 4,
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The objection of the industry and the resolutions passed .
The brush manufacturers accept prison-made goods
as a problem of the industry and many protests have been
filed. The American Brush Manufacturers Association,
whose members account for between 80$ to 90$ of the
domestic brushes made by free labor, set forward their
grievances at length in a petition to Federal Prison In-
dustries, members of the Appropriation Committee of the
House and Senate, and President Roosevelt, (1)
The competition has made real inroads into the
sales of the private companies, particularly in the case
of Government business. The brief emphasizes the condition
by quoting from H.R, 7412 passed at the first session of
the 71st Congress, being approved May 27, 1930,
"That it shall be the duty of the Attorney General
to provide employment for all physically fit inmates in
the United States penal and correctional institutions
in such diversified forms as will reduce to a minimum
competition with private industry or free labor,”
The same general thought was developed when the
Federal Industries , Inc , was created "to determine in what
manner and to what extent industrial operations shall be
carried on in the several penal and correctional institutions
of the United States and shall, so far as practicable, so
(1) Brooms , Brushes , and Mops, May 1935 page 7
Junel935 pages 5,6,
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diversify prison industrial operations that no single pri-
vate industry shall he forced to bear an undue burden of
competition with the products of the prison workshops .” (1
)
Section 7 of H.R. 7412 requires that:
11 The several Federal departments and independent
establishments and all other Government institutions
of the United States shall purchase at not to exceed
current market prices, such products of the industries
herein authorized to be carried on as meet their re-
quirements and as may be available and are authorized
by the appropriations from which such purchases are
made.”
As a result of this requirement Leavenworth Peni-
tentiary has expanded and the free manufacturers have
found their markets still further curtailed. The expansion
has consisted of the installation of a brush shop complete
to the finest details, equipped with high speed machinery
and under the expert supervision of a man of wide
experience in the industry.
There is no question but that this act affects
private manufacturers. The Forest Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture was ordered recently to
purchase all brushes for Emergency Conservation V/ork from
the Federal Penitentiary at Fort Leavenworth,Kansas. (2)
The requirements were justified through a
reference to the act and by a statement that as the Emer-
gency Conservation Work legislation did not mention the
(1) Brooms ,Brushes , and I,'ops
,
(2) " w " "
Fay, 1935
June 1935
page 7
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point, purchases for the work must be carried out in the
manner set forward in the act. The Government still buys
brushes from private manufacturers, but the orders are made
up mostly of items which for some reason or other are not
produced in the prisons. The orders are small and few in
comparison to what they used to be. As a result of
shrinking volume the brush manufacturers are unable to
hire additional workers and in many cases they have been
forced to lay off employees. Here we have a case in which
prison labor has taken jobs away from free individuals,
making it necessary for them to obtain employment in some
other line of endeavor or resort to Government relief.
We have already noted the purposes behind the
manufacturing of products in prisons. There is no sound
argument that can be used against keeping the prisoners
busy and providing them with an occupation which they can
follow on their release. The brush industry accepts the
prison programs as long as the element of speed in manu-
facture is not stressed. The members believe that if the
prison work is carried out by hand that the prison objectives
would be fulfilled and the industry would not suffer to any
appreciable extent. But when automatic machinery is in-
stalled in prisons the avowed purpose of the employment is
changed. The prison then becomes a volume producer and the
ultimate result is competition with free labor.
Brush manufacturers cannot readily understand why
their industry was picked to be taught as an occupation
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which can be followed on release from prison. (1) They
point out that the industry is very small when the number
of workers is taken into consideration. No new supply of
labor is necessary, and jobs obtained by ex-convicts would
be at the expense of law abiding persons. It isn’t their
contention that the ex-convict should be kept out of a job,
but that he should be taught the ways of a large industry
in which jobs are more plentiful. Their argument is fairly
sound because the general outlook for the industry seems
to be very poor. Its good days are in the past; the
future is very uncertain.
A quotation from a letter written by Sanford
Bates, Director of the Bureau of Prisons, to Senator Bulkley
in October of 1931 shows what the industry is up against.
He wrote: - (2)
"We have entirely monopolized the Government’s
broom market but not yet entirely absorbed the
Government’s brush market.
"
In commenting upon the above statement, the brief
asks whether it "would not be to the advantage of unemployed
and destitute brushworkers to obtain a prison sentence in
order to provide for their families and keep themselves
properly nourished?" The quotation refers to the fact
that prison labor is paid for its services.
The brief requested the adoption of the recommen-
dations of the Shannon Investigating Committee. The House
(1)
( 2 )
Brooms ,Brushes , and Mops
H tl H tt
June ,1935
it tt
page 6
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of Representatives appointed the committee to investigate
Government competition with private industry. In its
report to the Bureau of Prisons it reported: (1)
’’That in establishing prison industries
(a) emphasis should be placed upon industries which
will keep prisoners busy and not with a view of
mass production through high speed machinery;
(b) emphasis should be placed first upon developing
industries which are non-competitive with private
business
;
(c) prison labor may be used so far as is practicable
in public works of low priority; and
(d) stress should be placed upon prison-training and
not upon industrial output.”
In this brief the American Brush Manufacturers
Association approved the Shannon Committee report and re-
quested the repeal of H.R. 7412. They also asked for relief
through the abandonment of the use of high speed machinery
and other volume producing accessories*
(1) Ibid
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Comparison of free labor and prison labor output
.
Below are listed figures on the production of
brushes during the fiscal years ending June 30th, 1930
and June 30th, 1933 as given in the annual reports of
the Federal , Penal and Correctional Institutions. (1)
1930 1933
(in number) (in number)
Paint and Varnish Brushes
Floor Sweeps
Scrub Brushes
13,253 412,056
1,292 32,004
68,287 209,484
Following are the figures giving the volume of
business done by the paint and varnish manufacturers and
the household brush manufacturers for the years 1929,
1931, and 1933.
1929 1931 1933
(in dollars) (in dollars) (in dollars)
Paint and Varnish 16,440,305 10,466,164 8,288,879
Household 6,910,410 3,918,957 3,823,917
A study of the figures shows that during the
June 1935,(l) Brooms ,Brushes , and Mops page 5,
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period from 1929 to 1933 the volume of business done by the
paint brush manufacturers dropped 50 per cent* But in 1933
the prison output of paint and varnish brushes was over 30
times as large as it was in 1930. The figures are sufficient
proof that the industry has run into serious trouble*
The situation is difficult, for the brush industry
can ill afford to lose any more business. It is up to the
leaders to attempt to work out a satisfactory solution in
order to save the Government’s brush market. What lines the
solution should take is questionable. Perhaps it will
follow along in the wake of remedies already suggested.
The main ones are listed below. (1)
1. "To stop the prisoners from manufacturing
articles of commerce.
2. To remove the products of prison manu-
facturing from the market.
3. To insure fair competition when prison
products enter the market.
4. To reduce, by diversification, the quantity
of individual items produced in prisons to such a
small percentage of the total production of those
items in outside industries that the prison
product becomes too small a factor to disturb
the market.’*
(1) Prison Industries nage 3,
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Foreign Competition
Briefs have been filed with the tariff commission.
In his report to President Roosevelt prefacing
the Code of Fair Competition for the Brush Manufacturing
Industry, Hugh Johnson stated that imports have become a
serious problem to this industry. Brushes from Japan and
Germany are entering the country at low unit prices. (1)
The members of the industry recognized the state
of affairs at the Eighteenth Annual Convention held in
Atlantic City in the spring of 1935. They realized that
in comparison with ten or fifteen years ago, the number of
brushes imported and sold in this country had increased
tremendously. (2) Imports of some lines have been doubled
during the period. At first the competition was felt by
the manufacturers of tooth and toilet brushes, but now it
is spreading to other branches of the industry as shown by
the complaints of manufacturers of paint and varnish
brushes and various types of household and industrial
brushes, such as typewriter brushes, inking brushes, and
scrub brushes. The Convention determined to attempt to
obtain relief and filed a brief with the Tariff Commission
requesting that the situation be remedied.
(1) Code of Fair Competition for the Brush Manufacturing
Industry, page 424
(2) Brooms ,Brushes
,
and Mops, May 1935, page 7
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The competition struck the manufacturers as being
particularly serious because of the disappointing internal
conditions in the industry. There had been a decline in
the number of manufacturers, a reduction in the number of
employees, and consequently a shrinkage in the total of the
wages paid and in the value of the total production. It was
inevitable that the displacement of domestic brushes by
foreign brushes would cause considerable comment and study.
Advantages enjoyed by foreign manufacturers.
Foreign manufacturers have numerous advantages
which enable them to compete with American manufacturers.
Their labor rates are lower and they work long hours. Much
of the work is done in homes thus reducing the overhead.
This system was widespread in Germany and it was the custom
to weigh out the materials and count out the handles. The
whole family including the youngest children went to work
in order to earn the meager wages offered. ’When the goods
were completed and returned the amounts were carefully
checked. Because of these factors "it is our conviction
that American manufacturers are justified in asking for the
establishment of duties which will offset the differences
in production costs here and abroad, and enable them to
compete with foreign producers on a more equitable basis."
(1)
(1) Brooms, Brushes, and Mops May 1935, page 7,
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At the present time, as a matter of fact, the
paint brush industry does not seem to be particularly
alarmed over foreign competition. The manufacturers are
doing more worrying about their domestic competitors. Condi-
tions are not quite the same in the toilet brush and artist
brush fields. Not very long ago it was practically im-
possible to make artists* brushes in this country and sell
them in competition with imported products. The various
cost differentials were too great to overcome.
Figures showing imports of brushes are listed
below:
For January, 1935: (1)
Tooth
Other Toilet
Other
Number
1,245,434
942,700
8,570,806
Value
$29,928.
21,192. I
27,953
For December, 1934: (1)
Tooth
Other Toilet
Other
863,523
578,074
6,067,372
$20,683.
14,736.
27,722.
For 6 months ended Dec
Tooth
Other Toilet
Other
.,1934: (1)
6,975,698
4,476,459
33,173,149
$164,500.
160,461.
166,475.
d
(1) Brooms, Brushes, and Mops, May 1935, page 16
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For February ,1935 (1) March (2)
Number Value Number Value
Tooth 1,170,822 1 19,e68 745,904 $18,991
Other Toilet 817,343 20,463 1,001,210 23,505
Other 11,341,118 31,470 3,828,872 13,757
For April, 1935 (2) May ( 3
)
Tooth 1,239,139 $ 29,000 582,600 $12,544
Other Toilet 762,195 20,349 992,648 23,253
Other 3,630,876 27,207 7,274,271 20,345
For June, 1935 (4) July (5)
Tooth 1,315,001 1 31,577 1,239,139 $29,000
Other Toilet 667,933 19,643 762,195 20,349
Other 6,425,225 21,651 3,630,876 27,207
For 6 months ended June, 1935 (4)
Tooth 6,309,312 $142,425
Other Toilet 5,173,517 127,828
Other 41,071,168 142,383
These figures show that imports are not of great
importance to the industry, but when sales are curtailed
as much as they have been during this depression every
dollar of volume counts, that is, if sales are being made at
a profit. There is another factor that must be considered.
If these imports are sold at prices lower than those of
domestic goods, the market becomes unsettled and the domestic
brushes may have to be repriced.
(1) Brooms ,Brushes and Mops
,
June 1935 page 16
(2) Brooms , Brushes and Mops
,
August 1935 page 19
(3) Brooms ,Brushes and Mops September 1935 page 16
(4) Brooms ,Brushes and Mops October 1935 page 18
(5) Brooms ,Brushes and Mops November 1935 page 17

Unfair Competition.
Price cutting
The profit margin has been dangerously reduced#
The price situation has long been unsatisfactory
to the members of the industry. Meetings have been held to
discuss the question in an attempt to enable them to arrive
at some mutual understanding which would bring an end to
the unsettled conditions# (1) The breaking up of the Paint
and Varnish Manufacturers’ Institute influenced some of the
participants in this move.
Most manufacturers of paint and varnish brushes
report that operations have not been profitable for some
time. The minority claim they are making money and have
been operating at a profit all the time. (2) But as things
stand, the buyers are the ones reaping the greatest benefits
from the unsettled price situation. Many manufacturers
frankly admit that their profit margin is too small. The
claim is also made that some of the largest manufacturers
are numbered among the price cutters and the feeling is
that they are the ones who should be working the most
strenuously to remedy a trying situation.
page 16
!! 16
>
f
(1) Brooms ,Brushes and Mops,
(2) Ibid
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In the spring of 1935 it was again agreed that the
margin between production costs and selling prices was not
sufficient for the paint and varnish brush manufacturers .( 1)
At that time it wasn T t possible to obtain an increase
because consumption was at a low point. The statement was
made then that any increase in raw materials cost would
bring about changes in the price lists as manufacturers
could no longer absorb additional costs because of failing
resources.
The prevailing situation brought forth some
caustic remarks from Irving H, Goodman, He writes (2) that
brush manufacturers meet many speculative features in the
operation of the business and that they must be constantly
alert to catch the market at the best time. He points out
that they are throwing away prospective profits and profits
to which they are entitled because of the fact that in
their anxiety to obtain orders, they do not consider the
price of materials and the cost of labor and overhead.
Those who manufacture brushes as a side line, he continues,
are most fortunate because the overhead is spread over
other products, and little or none can be calculated on
the brushes. In conclusion, he writes: - ’’Should you not
think that for the benefit of the trade which they serve
and for themselves as well, that for self protection and
self preservation they would find a means to enforce and
agree against sales without a profit. If I was in
(1) Brooms, Brushes, and Mops, June 1935, page 16
(2) Ibid n 10
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Washington the first step I would do would be to pass an
act making it a Federal offense to sell at cost or lower .
There should be some constant supervision over this.'*
The August issue of Brooms, Brushes, and Mops (1)
seems to be more optimistic about the price situation*
Their writer feels that such competition will not be so
important in the future as in the past because once a
firmer price level is established it will not be so
difficult to reach fair prices* In the past a large
amount of business has been carried on at unprofitable
prices and prices have been shaded to attract business
from competitors* Buyers got into the habit of mentioning
names when discussing prices of possible purchases and
they were frequently able to obtain concessions in exchange
for their orders* It has been a buyers market and they
have played a game which has not pleased the manufacturer*
However, those organizations which did not cut their prices
came through the troublesome period in the best shape*
The September issue of the magazine is still
more optimistic. (2) The statement is made that the
majority of the industry has now begun to realize that
operating on a low profit or no profit cannot continue
indefinitely. This has been made very clear because
several manufacturers have been forced out of business
and others have undergone reorganizations. The survivors
(1) Page 16
(2) " 15
Brooms, Brushes & Mops, August 1935
Brooms, Brushes & Mops, Sept. 1935
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recognize that their continued existence is threatened
unless they adhere to more profitable policies. The
biggest advance has been made in getting the industry into
better shape. Distress stocks have been worked off and
the buyers have been unable to obtain the concessions
formerly made.
The brush industry is not a large one but what
business there is is split up between numerous concerns.
Naturally when the depression came the competition grew
more fierce. The manufacturers went the limit in attempting
to force business. One of the favorite methods was to
choose a quick seller and price it to bring a small profit;
sometimes it was sold at a loss. It was an application
of the old loss leader idea. The sponsors hoped to sell
other products in conjunction with the article being
pushed and thus increase volume and profit margins. Three
and four inch wall brushes were frequently featured and it
has been said that one could almost read a newspaper
through them. The quality was poor, - few bristles were
used and a big wooden plug was inserted in the center.
The large companies were responsible for some of this
work but most of it can be traced to small houses operating
in New York and Baltimore. Many of these houses were in
the habit of giving thirteen brushes for a dozen.
These little concerns have no comprehensive cost
systems. They might rightly be called auctioneers. There
.'
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is a story regarding a representative of a small New York
house who occasionally drives to Boston with a load of
brushes. He is paid a straight commission and receives no
salary or expenses. If he obtains a small order, he
delivers the goods immediately; larger orders are shipped
from the factory. These men have a sliding price scale.
If it is necessary they will cut their commission in order
to obtain the business. Occasionally they may be able to
get more than their price list calls for, in which case
the additional amount is split between the salesmen and
the house at a ratio previously agreed upon.
Price cutting is difficult to discourage and
attempts to eliminate the evil have had little success.
The introduction of uniform cost systems has brought some
relief where regulation has failed. Education is a power-
ful factor in bringing about more satisfactory conditions.
Although the N, R. A. is not now in force, it
is interesting to see how this situation was handled
during that period
.
Article IX - Sales Provisions (1)
1, Each division of the industry may, by an
affirmative vote of sixty per cent in number and
dollar volume of the manufacturers of such divi-
sion, recommend an adequate system for cost
finding , capable of uniform application within
(1) Code of Fair Competition for the Brush Manufacturing
Industry. Dase 43
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such division, and which members of such divi-
sion shall adopt or conform their accounting
systems to, within fifteen days after its
approval by the Administrator. Said system for
cost finding shall be used by all members of
the division as a basis for cost finding of all
products of the division, and within such divi-
sion no member shall sell such products below
his individual cost as determined by the use of
such cost finding system, except as hereafter
provided.
(a) Any manufacturer of the division may
dispose of products which are known as "seconds' 1
,
"close-out numbers", "sample stocks", and
"sample line brushes" below cost if he first
submits to an impartial agency approved by the
Code Authority by registered mail a descriptive
list of such products together with quantities
and prices at which they will be offered, and
the prices so named shall not be reduced unless
and until the manufacturer files revised selling
prices with such impartial agency, and thereafter,
upon the sale of such products the manufacturer
shall immediately notify such impartial agency
advising the name and address of the buyer. In
no case shall the sale of such products exceed
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such per cent of the total volume of dollar
sales of such manufacturer in one year, as may
be determined by each division from time to
time, subject to the approval of the Administrator.
(b) Any manufacturer of the division in
order to meet bona fide competition in any
specific instance may sell the products of such
division at a price not less than the lowest
competing price of comparable items.
2. When a cost finding system shall have been
adopted as prescribed above by any division and
the Code Authority finds that a manufacturer is
selling the products of such division in violation
of this Article, it may require such manufacturer
to submit to an impartial agency approved by the
Code Authority relevant and complete data re-
garding such sales including all elements of
cost properly and accurately figured, and if the
Code Authority finds that such sales constitute
a violation of this Code it may submit the same
to the Administrator for appropriate action.
3. Any division of the Industry may elect
through an affirmative vote of sixty per cent in
number and sixty per cent in dollar volume to
sell its products only upon open prices, terms,
and conditions filed by each member of such
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division, with such impartial agency as the divi-
sion, with the approval of the Administrator, may
determine. Each member of such division shall
then immediately file with said agency his
current price list and discount sheet at which
he proposes to sell the products of such division
and any changes in prices by any member of such
division shall be filed with said agency and
shall become effective immediately upon the
filing thereof, or sixty days after the effective
date of this Code they shall become effective
after such period or time as shall hereafter be
established by the Code Authority with the
approval of the Administrator. Such agency
shall immediately notify all other members of
the division of such changes and shall also make
the same available to any other interested party
who may apply for same. Variations from such
open and publicly announced prices, terms, and
conditions, shall constitute an unfair method
of competition.
The Code was not in operation very long but it
did little to remedy conditions. However, we have already
seen that rising material prices and a recognition of the
inevitable are tending to bring about better prices.
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Situation which arises when a company manufacturing
brushes alone is competing with a company manufacturing
both paints and brushes.
There are a few large concerns in the field which
manufacture paints in addition to their line of brushes.
This diversification gives them several levers and advan-
b
tages to use in selling campaigns.
Where exclusive agencies are granted in
territories it is a simple matter to make it a condition
that if the dealer is to handle types of merchandise in
his store which are manufactured by the factory he is
dealing with that he must buy all such material from that
manufacturer. If a dealer wants to carry a certain con-
;
corn’s paint, he may find that he will be unable to obtain
it unless he stocks that concern’s brushes in preference
to those of a non-paint manufacturing company.
It is possible to offer larger discounts when
paint and brushes are sold in conjunction. Paint is
fairly profitable and varnish is more so, thus the margin
of profit can be shaved on the brushes. The manufacturer
of brushes alone is in a poor position to compete with a
concern producing several items.
The question of salesmen enters the discussion
also. Paint manufacturers have more salesmen than brush
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manufacturers and at certain times of the year these men
are not very busy. During these periods the manufacturers
frequently loan salesmen to wholesalers handling their
products. Naturally these salesmen push the products of
their houses and that includes brushes if the concern
manufactures them.
The line of demarkation between legal and illegal
actions is hard to detect and still harder to prove even if
it is discovered. In other words, the non-paint manufac-
turing concerns must grin and bear the situation and re-
double their selling efforts*
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The Spray Gun and Its Influence on the
Paint Brush Industry*
Development
The spray gun, which has been brought rapidly to
the point where it now has to a large extent outmoded the
brush, is a comparatively recent development. It had its
inception in the surgical atomizer and the perfume
atomizer. But when industry came to need an improved
method of painting, the spray principle was applied.
During the last twenty years the hand brush has been
practically displaced by the spray gun. At the present
time the gun is used in applying about 85 per cent of
factory finishes. (1)
Much of the credit for the pioneering work
should go to a country doctor named Allen De Vilbiss. He
was not concerned with the industrial application but con-
centrated on the spray for nose and throat purposes. His
experimental work began about 1885 and in 1888 he founded
the De Vilbiss Company which is today a dominant factor
in its field. The Doctor worked hard to introduce his
product and one of his favorite methods of demonstrating
the atomizer principle was by spraying his soup when he
attended medical banquets.
It was not until about seventeen years after
the formation of the company that the principle was
(1) De Vilbiss and Gun Fortune, March 1935, page 45
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applied to other than medical instruments* Tom De Vilbiss,
a son, then began to sell perfume sprays. Afterwards, he
gave his attention to paint* The first experimental gun
was finished in 1907 and by 1911 the gun had completed its
first full year as a standard De Vilbiss item. The furni-
ture makers were among the first customers. They applied
varnish to chairs, tables, and pianos for the purpose of
preserving the surface* Volume grew rapidly with the in-
crease in mass-production which came in the 1920’s. The
strongest link was forged when the automobile was con-
verted to a gun job. This transition would have taken
place sooner because of the apparent advantages except for
the lack of a good spraying material*
Experimentation by du Pont and General Motors
produced a suitable automobile lacquer and in 1923 the
Oakland was on the market with an all lacquer body. This
new finish would dry in less than an hour and was good for
the life of the car. De Vilbiss handles about 90 per cent
of Ford requirements, all the Fisher Body business, and
most of Chrysler except for the Dodge division. About 30
per cent of the industrial-equipment output is due to the
automobile industry. (1)
In order to complete the background of the gun
it should be added that the first large job was the spray-
ing of the buildings of the World's Columbian Exposition
at Chicago in 1893. The work was crude and the waste of
material excessive but a speed record was established.
(1) De Vilbiss and Gun page 47 Fortune ,March 1933,Vol.7
No.
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During the intervening years the spray gun has
undergone many changes, although the principle has remained
the same. We are not particularly concerned with the
mechanics of the gun but some knowledge of its operations
is essential. The machine has an air tube which is con-
nected with a tank of compressed air. It also has a
liquid tube connecting with a container holding the
material to be sprayed. A vacuum is created at the out-
let of the liquid tube by forcing the compressed air
through the air tube which comes out on both sides of the
liquid tube. The paint or lacquer is drawn through the
liquid tube by the vacuum and it is forced out the nozzle
where it is atomized by the air current. The operator
holds the gun five or six inches away from the surface he
is spraying. It is possible to adjust the spray from a
fine line to a fan shape.
Large users of the gun are legion. Among them
one notes motor car, furniture, radio, and electric re-
frigerator manufacturers. Almost every volume producer
of objects having a smooth surface regards the spray gun
an indispensable.
Fortune, in the article mentioned above, lists
the following specialized applications: (1)
” Spraying grease on bread to soften the crust.
Spraying codliver oil on poultry feed.
Spraying flavoring into dental powder and per-
fume into face powder.
Frosting interior and exterior of lamp bulbs.
(1) De Vilbiss and Gun Fortune, March 1933, page 47

Spraying coal with color for trademark identi-
fication.
Spraying white, aluminum, or even colored
coatings on the branches of Christmas trees for
decoration and for preservation.
Spraying cosmetics on the faces of corpses.
Spraying tar material on the carcasses of hogs.
Here is another admittedly incomplete list of
present industrial uses; (1)
"Automobile finishing and refinishing.
Furniture and wood finishing.
Engine and machinery painting.
Exterior plant painting.
Railway engine equipment painting.
Street railway equipment painting.
Wire, wood, and metal wheel painting.
Ironwork painting.
Factory interior painting.
Ship and dry-dock painting.
Airplane "doping", painting, and varnishing.
Gun and munitions painting.
Toy and doll painting.
Porcelain enamel ware and ceramic finishing.
Painting, varnishing, and decoration of many
varieties of small industrial products, ranging
from the decoration of small trays and dishes to
the coloring of electric light bulbs."
(1) The Spray Painting Machine, G. B. Heckel, page 8
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In answer to an inquiry of mine the De Vilbiss
Company volunteered additional information with regard to
its products. The company makes spray equipment to meet
almost every requirement. Included in the assortment are
several types of production and extension guns; small low-
priced units and large two-and three-man heavy duty out-
fits; air-compressing equipment, hose, and spray painting
accessories.
The outfits can be used for painting exteriors
and interiors of houses and other buildings; structures of
metal, wood, brick, or concrete; ships, locomotives, rail-
way equipment, and other things of a similar nature.
Bakeries find a use for the gun. Grease is
sprayed on the cake tins, then when the cake has been baked
the frosting is applied by the spray method, and, finally,
a tasteless, odorless, and colorless paraffin is applied to
retain the moisture in the frosting.
Another product is an automatic cracker spraying
machine which is used for spraying a flavoring oil on
crackers for the purpose of slightly coloring them. This
process cuts down the waste which ordinarily results in
trying to obtain a slightly brown color on the crackers by
baking them.
Still other uses are suggested. Wax is spray
painted on to linoleum, tar to ingot molds, immulsified
asphalt on the inside of automobile bodies, acid is applied
to printing press plates. In short, the company manufactures
equipment to spray all kinds of material from a very thin
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spirit dye to immulsified asphalt, and from water to concen-
trated acids*
The company also manufactures automatic equipment
for spraying golf halls, hair pins, glass eyes for dolls, etc*
The list of uses would now seem to be fairly com-
plete. The brush maker would probably like to find a field
for his brushes which could not be invaded by the mechanical
sprayer. However, after a review of the above, one comes to
the conclusion that the brush manufacturer is in for lean
times unless he suddenly develops initiative and inspiration.
The result to the painter may be still more severe
than to the manufacturer of brushes, however. The spray gun
needs only one operator, or at the most, a few. Fortune,
in the article mentioned above (1), notes the advance of the
automatic spray gun and remarks that it would be odd if the
spray gun first eliminated the brush wielder and then
followed by making the gun operator unnecessary. The paint
brush manufacturer and the painter would seem to have much
in common. The paint manufacturer is the one who has
nothing to lose.
The return of better times should result in the
expansion of sales of spray equipment. As an example, the
railroads are still hand finishing cars. They are not
buying much equipment and the necessary outfit involves a
gun, air compressor, engine, and exhaust canopy. The price
runs around $6,000. but the advantages are so numerous that
(1) De Vilbiss and Gun Fortune, March 1933, page 47

it is merely a matter of time until hand finishing will
practically disappear. (1)
The revolution in the industrial field has gone
forward rapidly, but house painting has yet to feel the
effects of spray gun competition. In 1917 the paint gun
was used by the Government to spray camps and barracks.
During the intervening years progress has been slow and
as yet not one house in a hundred is sprayed instead of
brushed. (2) Evidently the gun has yet to prove its
superiority over the brush in this field.
Fortune, in the same article mentioned above,
discusses arguments for and against the spray as used in
house painting.
Arguments for: (3)
1, A gun operator can do practically four
times as much work as the brush wielder in the same time.
A concrete example is set forth using the union scale for
house painters which varies from seventy-five cents an
hour to $1.40 At $1. an hour wages, three men, working
four eight-hour days, would get $96. The same house could
be sprayed by three men in one day. At the same wage
scale, they would get only $24., thus saving the owner
$72. When jobs are large, the labor cost is frequently
twice the cost of the paint. If this ratio holds , dividing
the labor cost by four would divide the total cost by two.
If other factors are disregarded, it is apparent that
(1) De Vilbiss and Gun
(2) Ibid
(3) De Vilbiss and Gun
Fortune, March 1933, page 47
page 48
Fortune, March 1933, page 48
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spraying saves money. However, the spray gun is not
justified unless the house to he painted has a large un-
broken area* Cottages, bungalows, and small houses should
probably be brush painted.
2. As the job takes one-fourth of the time,
the householder is disturbed for only one-fourth as long*
3* The painting contractor needs only one-
fourth as many employees to do the same amount of work as
previously done*
Arguments against:
1* Many painters would lose their work. The
Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of
America, with a membership of 78,000, does not officially
approve or disapprove the gun. The local unions are
allowed to pass upon the matter and most of them have de-
cided against it. Thus, in New York City a union man dis-
covered operating a paint gun is subject to a fine of $100.
2. The possibility of paint poisoning is pre-
sent because the atomization produces a vapor. This is the
argument used by labor in introducing anti-spray bills.
De Vilbiss contends that lead is the only poisonous material
in paint and a lead base is only used in the heavy paints
designed for exterior work. And how, they argue, can a man
working outside be poisoned by fumes? De Vilbiss has a
lobbyist, William Pitt, whose duty it is to prevent anti-
spray bills from being passed. His work has been successful.
3. The spray does not do a good job.
This point will be discussed later.
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Regardless of arguments, we know that few houses
are being sprayed. The depression is the chief factor in
this situation. Painting is at a minimum and the contractor
has no need to hurry his work since most of his men are idle
anyway. Then, too, wage scales are not being strictly
upheld and the saving resulting from the use of the spray
gun is greatly reduced. The industry is practically
stagnant. The painter and the paint brush manufacturer
have not been very progressive. The spray manufacturer has
come forward by leaps and bounds. Therefore, it seems that
the revolution in the industry will be completed with the
passing of this unfortunate period*
Let us give our attention to the industrial field
again. The paint brush certainly has been displaced as the
major painting tool and that is necessary as long as mass
production is to be continued. The paint gun is an important
implement in maintaining the present speed of industrial
output. Without the paint gun industrial activity would be
back where it was twenty years ago. An automobile production
of 1,500,000 would be the top. (1) When things are finished
by hand the builders must wait for the painter and for the
paint to dry. It isn’t so very long ago that it took about
sit. weeks to get an automobile body painted and dhied. Only
an hour is required now. It is a physical impossibility for
the brush painter to keep up with the spray gun operator.
He couldn’t work with the lacquers which have practically
replaced the paints formerly used. Truly, the paint gun
plays an important part in modern industry.
(l) De Vilbiss and Gun Fortune, March 1933,page 44
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It has "been said that "where the machine will do
the work as well as the hand, or better, the preference
should always be given to the machine," There is no need
to argue this point, A brief summary of the advantages of
the gun is all that is necessary* - speed, cleanliness,
economy of time and labor, ease of operation, excellence
and variety of work performed, adaptability.
Facts and tests seem to uphold the claimed
advantages.
The gun has found much favor in the railway and
public service field for maintenance work as well as for
painting equipment. As a result of equipment experience,
one large eastern railroad purchased several machines for
the maintenance department of one of its divisions. After
a year’s trial every division of the road was equipped with
machines. The first division had been able to keep up with
its painting schedule while the others were from one to
three years behind. There had also been a saving of from
60 per cent to 70 per cent in the cost of paint applica-
tion. (1)
Bee Line, Inc., a transportation company operating
124 buses in and around New York, employs one painter on a
54 hour week basis. His job is to keep the buses looking
clean and fresh. Appearance is an important factor in this
business. The painting schedule calls for refinishing the
buses every sixteen months.
Consider highway and street marking. Safety lines
and white painted trees, culverts, guard rails, and rocks
(1) EeCkel, The Spray Painting Machine, page 25,
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practically require a spray gun. Brushing would be too ex-
pensive because of the area to be covered and the necessity
of frequent repainting. But the availability of a
specially designed spray painting machine makes it possible
to do this type of work efficiently and economically.
The spray gun has not the same importance in the
house painting and structural painting field as it has in
industry. However, the obvious advantages of speed and
economy are recognized and its use is becoming more wide-
spread. There is still another factor which would eventually
have brought about increased use of the spray gun. I refer to
the steady decrease in the number of painters. Bureau of
Census reports between 1922 and 1925 indicate that the con-
sumption of paints and varnishes was practically doubled. The
same statistics show that between 1910 and 1920 the number
of journeymen painters decreased by 25,000. In 1920 there
was only one apprentice to 153 journeymen, and 40.3 per cent
of these journeymen were over 45 years of age. (1) It also
must be remembered that hours of labor were gradually being
reduced. Immigration laws effectively stopped skilled
painters from coming tb this country from abroad. The de-
pression, of course, disrupted conditions and left us with
a surplus of most kinds of employees, painters included.
Consumption of paint dropped as house painting was practi-
cally discontinued in many localities. Painting can be put
off for a long time, but eventually it must be done in order
to prevent property from becoming worthless. There is a
(1) Heckel The Spray Painting Machine page 11
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tremendous amount piling up waiting for better times, and
when that era comes, all available painting facilities will
be taxed. The paint gun will probably make large inroads
again into the previous domain of the paint brush.
The time element is of utmost importance in many
cases. By using the spray gun, painting in stores, business
offices, and factories can be done during the week-end or
on holidays with a minimum of interference with the business.
Speed is also important in the painting of hospitals , schools
,
public buildings, and other institutions. Mill superinten-
dents have found that paint increases illumination. Many
found the cost with brushes prohibitive; the spray gun is
the answer to their problem. There are many hospitals which
use paint in place of fumigation. Dr. Starkloff, a health
commissioner of St. Louis, is quoted: (1)
M It has been found by actual bacteriological count,
that 75 per cent fewer disease organisms adhere to a painted
wall where the paint has been forced into every crack and
crevice by the spray method of painting than when painting
is done in the ordinary way. This method of painting is es-
pecially effective in hospitals, where the frequent and
regular painting has become part of the modern medical and
surgical creed."
There are numerous cases in which it is practically
impossible to use brushes. The atomized spray of a gun can
reach crevices and coat surfaces which a brush could not
reach effectively or economically. It is necessary to use
(1) Heckel The Spray Painting Machine page 15
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the machine on these surfaces or leave them unprotected. It
is easily recognized that many jobs would be left undone
except for the economy and quality of spray painting.
Tests conducted to prove value of both methods.
A comparison of the two methods of painting
should be of interest. We can refer to a study made by
Glenn H. Pickard, a consulting engineer and technical
advisor on paint and its application, for the American
Brush Manufacturers Association. (1)
Tests of the American Society for Testing
Materials, conducted at Bridgeville,Pa.
,
were not con-
clusive as to cost and the committee reports assert that
there was no difference in the service rendered by the
brushed and sprayed paint. According to a former painter
high in the employ of a paint factory located in that town,
there was a notable difference. He stated that cracks in
the old paint appeared as cracks in the new paint sooner
and more frequently on the spray jobs than on the brushed
houses. The failure was more noticeable on the sprayed
paint. Peeling at the edges of cracks and scaling took plac
on the sprayed houses. The fault occurs because paint
applied in this manner does not penetrate sharp recesses;
these are merely bridged over. Brush applied paint cements
loose edges to the surface but sprayed paint does not be-
cause it will not travel sideways under these loose edges.
(1) Pickard Brush Versus Spray First Section,
Application of Paint, page 2
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Mr. Pickard has other observations to make on
comparative results of commercial brush and spray
application of paint. Several cases follow.
When unglazed pottery was decorated with a spray
gun there was necessary a coat of filler lightly sanded,
an undercoat, and two top coats to obtain an appearance
equal to that resulting from the brush application of two
coats of lacquer enamel. Brushing saved seventeen and three
eighths per cent of the cost of material and labor.
A manufacturer studied the best method of coating
small metal parts with lacquer, ^arts were brushed, sprayed
and dipped and the results were tested in various ways. The
brushed parts appeared to survive the tests better,
especially in adherence of the coating. Although brushing
cost the most, it was the method ultimately chosen.
The next case has to do with a firm decorating
automobile trucks with lacquer. They had difficulty with
flaking of some parts, but had no such trouble with the
wheels and posts of the trucks. The same material was used
throughout and when the lacquer maker was called in it was
found that the posts and wheels were being brushed while
the other surfaces were being sprayed. The brush evidently
increased the adhesion of the coat.
A test was conducted on two wooden revolving doors
One was brushed and the other sprayed in the same factory.
The material used was bronze lacquer in order to give them
the appearance of metal doors. The brushed door was satis-
factory, - the grain invisible and the luster uniform . The
color on the sprayed door was uneven because of leafing.
;.
.
-
*
Some spots showed the grain of the wood. In other places
the covering was thin, showing up greenish spots. It was
very apparent that the door was not made of metal,
A large southern plant provides the basis for the
next discussion. Much of the spray work showed faults,
while paint applied by brush to steel and walls was of
satisfactory appearance and rendered full protection. It
might be added that the painting was done by a northern
contractor employing union labor. The conditions in one
of the rooms were such as to subject the paint to a severe
test. Humidity was high and water vapor charged with
hydrochloric acid vapor was present in the atmosphere. An
examination of spray painted areas showed spotting with
rust starting in pin heads and spreading laterally. The
brush painted steel showed no rust spots, so in this case,
at least, brush painting gave the best protection against
rust formation,
Mr. Pickard's conclusions are that* (1)
"it is more difficult to use a spray gun properly
than a brush and that it is harder to train men to become
good spray gun operators than it is good brush handlers.
When paint is poorly applied by the spray gun it is more
unsightly and capable of giving a lesser degree of pro-
tection than when poorly applied by the brush.
"Film imperfections reaching from top to bottom of
multi-coat applications exist with much greater frequency
in spray painted surfaces than when brush painted.
(1) Pickard First Section of Report on Brush Versus
Spray application of Paint, page 5,
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"These film imperfections permit the passage of
the atmosphere to the surface with subsequent rapid rusting
of steel or other form of decay of surfaces or paint
failure, resulting from contact with moisture or with
other constituents of normal or abnormal atmospheres,
"Any saving in cost of application by spray over
brush is jeopardized by the possibility of more frequent
repainting to maintain decoration and preservation,
"Spray painting does not cause penetration of
sharp depressions such as are caused by bubbles in plaster
or concrete or by roughness of surface due to the manner
in which the plastics are applied,
"in this large plant offering various surfaces
to be painted, within six months or less after painting in
every case where comparison could be made the brush painted
surfaces were of better appearance, were more free from
defects of all sorts and were offering better protection
than were those that were spray painted except in the case
of the wooden ceilings,"
An interesting test was conducted on a barn at
Madison,Wisconsin, belonging to the University of Wisconsin,
(1) The surface was rough and weatherbeaten and had had
several applications of paint. The side of this 60 by 18
barn was divided into three sections 20 feet wide. The
first section was sprayed two coats on successive days,
the second had two coats applied on successive days, and
the third received one coat of heavy spray. The work was
carried on by master painters in Madison,
(1) Pickard Brush Versus Spray Application Second
of Paint, Edition,
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The surface was chalked, had cracks with flat
edges and cracks with edges turned up, and there were scaled
areas. It was a typical surface for such a building.
The brush painted surface had the best appearance
followed by the two coat sprayed section. According to Mr,
Pickard, when one stood back from the wall the brushed sec-
tion was sharply defined. It had an even appearance in
color and luster and where there were defects they were less
pronounced than in the sprayed sections. Painting rough
spots with brushes filled up all the cracks and recesses and
produced a fairly smooth surface. Spraying resulted in an
uneven appearance because the surface was not properly
filled.
Brushing required 12 per cent less paint than
spraying. It was expected that this method would provide the
best protective coat because of better filling of depressions
cracks, nail heads, and other defects.
This particular test furnished little of importance
with regard to cost data and the obvious conclusion is that
each method of painting has its points of superiority. Con-
ditions present in the job must indicate which method will
be the more economical,
Mr. Pickard has drawn a number of conclusions
which should be noted. (1)
Spray painted surfaces are frequently unattractive
because of poor filling done by the gun. A much smoother and
(1) Pickard Brush Versus Spray Application of Paint.
Second Edition
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a better protective coat can be more easily applied by the
brush method. It is possible to apply a smooth appearing
surface by spray but it is more difficult to teach a man
to be an efficient spray painter than it is to show him
how to handle a brush and get the same result.
The brush seems to be the best method of applying
paint to rough surfaces such as cracked paint, concrete,
plaster, and unplaned lumber because the paint fills in
evenly and does not leave any high spots. The more even
the surface, the better the protection that is afforded
against the elements. Appearance of spray work is at least
equal to brushing and frequently it is better on smooth sur-
faces such as planed lumber, steel, and smooth plaster.
One of the De Vilbiss claims should be mentioned
here. De Vilbiss recognizes that heavy paints used outside
are not particularly adapted to the gun as are the lighter
paints and lacquer used for interior work, (l) The company
frankly admits that expert operating is necessary to obtain
a satisfactory spray job. Much attention must be given to
the mixing of paints, with particular care to the require-
ments of various surfaces. The company claims that an ex-
pert with the proper tools can spray a surface and when it
is done in the right way it is better appearing than a brush
job. In some cases one gun coat is equal to two brushed
coats
.
Back to Mr. Pickard 1 s conclusions.
Brushing seems to offer the best rust resisting
coat for steel. Spray leaves pin heads which hasten the
onslaught of decay.
(l) De Vilbiss and Gun Fortune, March 1933, page 114
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Improperly designed paints result in poor spray
Jobs. Applied by brush the appearance is not as poor. A
poor flowing paint shows brush marks but when it is sprayed
the surface may have a deep orange peel effect which is
worse than the brush marks. If the paint has a lot of oil
and flows easily, it may run and wrinkle when sprayed.
He again emphasizes the point that both methods
have superiority in some uses and that in others they are
equal if both are applied properly to surfaces which have
been properly prepared.
The American Brush Manufacturers Association
sponsored Mr, Pickard’s studies. Here is another opinion
appearing under its letterhead and made by Mr, T, H,
Chisholm, chemist of the Ontario Hydro Electric Power
Commission, before a meeting of the Toronto Paint & Varnish
Superintendent’s Club,
” We prefer brush painting. Many engineers
are of the opinion that when using the spray, the paint
is driven into the rust pits and around Joints and rivet
heads, but our observations show that this is not always
the case. If the paint gun was always held straight or
at the proper angle this might be true, but we have found
that when it is used by the average workman there are more
spots around rivet heads. Joints and deep pits that are
bridged over. Our practice with large tanks, etc., where
the spray ±s used for speed is to have a man go over all
Joints and rivet heads with a brush before the paint is dry.
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"On surfaces badly pitted, it is good practice to
apply the primer first with a circular motion of the brush
to make sure it is worked well into the bottom of the pits
and then laid off in the usual manner. A structure exposed
to ordinary exterior conditions can be protected for seven
to ten years if properly painted with good paints. If,
however, the work is carelessly done and the primer not
worked well into the pits, or little air gaps are formed
under the paint film at the joints or around rivets,
corrosion will likely start and the paint film will then
break at these points in about eighteen months."
Mr. John Henry Coon, Manager of Brush Sales,
Rennous-Kleinle Division, Pittsburgh Paint Glass Company,
who brought Mr. Chisholm^ remarks to the attention of the
Association, said that he had "contended from the very be-
ginning that there was a decided disadvantage in the spray
method of applying paint for repainting, particularly, in
the fact that this method of repainting was likely to cause
voids due to accumulated dirt, or rust when metal was the
surface."
As yet, I have said little about comparative costs.
It has been reliably estimated that the labor cost in hand
painting is about three times the cost of the material, good
paint being used. The use of the machine greatly reduces
the ratio of the labor cost to the material cost.
Before continuing with the study of costs, it
would be well to add that competent people have stated that
of the surfaces to be painted, 70 per cent can be more
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economically and efficiently sprayed than brush painted. (1)
So even if these people are in favor of the spray gun, a
fairly large percentage of the work is allocated to the
brush.
In a comparative test of hand work and machine
work conducted at the Boston Navy Yard on the inside of the
midship tank on the U. S.S. Neptune, paint was sprayed at the
rate of 1,024 square feet per hour using 273 gallons of
paint per thousand square feet. Under the same conditions
the hand painters covered 825 square feet per hour and used
202 gallons of paint per thousand square feet of surface.
Coal tar paint was sprayed on the South Boston Dry
Dock Caisson. In the final analysis the cost of the machine
work was about one-third of the cost of the hand work done
on the job.
A contractor bid $650. for painting a stucco house.
To do the job he bought a small spray outfit and did the work
at a cost of slightly over $350. In other words, he made
one job practically pay for his machine.
A South Dakota School Board had 1634 square yards
painted by spray. The average cost per square yard for
materials was
.14, for labor .05, - a total of .19 per square
yard. Above it was estimated that the labot* cost in hand
painting is about three times the cost of the material.
A town in the central west reports a saving of
$2,848.95 as a result of using the spray gun. It was found
that the gun used 50 per cent more paint on one coat than
(1) Heckel The Spray Painting Machine, page 30
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the brush but that the one coat covered as well as two
brushed coats would have, thus making a saving of 25 per
cent of the paint. But to go further, it is stated that the
paint is more evenly applied and looks better than it would
if it had been put on by brush. Even painters not friendly
to the spray gun were supposed to have admitted that point.
As a final point, they learned that one man with a spray gun,
on the average, can do the same amount of work as four or
five skilled men using brushes.
We now come to some definite figures compiled
from various sources.
Square feet painted per work
day of eight hours (per man)
By
Spray Gun
By
Brush
Wood exterior 3,000 1,000
Metal 6,000 1,200
Brick 3,500 800
Stucco 2,600 700
Concrete 3,500 1,000
Shingles 3,500 1,000
Mill-interior 4,500 1,800
Radiators (Rad. Ft.) 500 100
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A graphic comparison of costs follows
Cost
of
Labor
Cost of
Paint
Saving
with
Spray
Gun
Cost of Labor
Cost of
Paint
I II
I is the brush
II is the spray gun
The foregoing cases and figures were taken from
the "Spray Painting Machine" by G. B. Heeke 1* (1) Many
more have been given but I have used enough for my purpose.
It cannot be denied that the spray gun is faster
than the brush. It is efficient and valuable, and, on the
surface, it would seem to be the most economical method of
painting, as a general rule. But the cost situation hasn’t
been answered very satisfactorily. The actual cost of one
application of paint does not settle the whole matter.
The real cost of paint protection is the money required to
keep the surface satisfactorily protected over a period of
years. Naturally, these figures are difficult to obtain.
(1) Heckel pages 51-37

What is the attitude of labor toward the spray gun?
Journeymen unions frequently show a dislike to
the adoption of labor-saving devices. The spray gun was no
exception and the master painters were often prevented
from using it. But the leaders realized that the machine,
by reducing the cost of the job, creates a demand for work
which would never be done with hand labor. Samuel Gompers
advised the American Federation of Labor to accept labor-
saving machines generally. He realized that this was an
important way to render increased service to the public,
and a method of raising the standards and the craft itself.
In June of 1927, Carl H. Dabelstein, general
secretary of the International Association of Master
Painters and Decorators of the United States and Canada,
wrote, - "As we are a progressive association, and see that
when there is use for the machine and its service in our
industry on certain work, we welcome its use and will
gladly encourage it."
A Paint Spraying Fact Finding Commission
appointed by the American Brotherhood of Painters and De-
corators reported favorably on the use of the spray gun.
The conclusions of the committee follow: (1)
1. The Spray Painting Machine is indispensable
for industrial production.
(1) American Paint and Oil Dealer,
"What About Paint Spraying?"
Dec .1930
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2. The Spray Painting Machine has proved its
value in many branches of house and structural painting.
3. The hazards of poisioning by lead, benzol
and silica have been greatly reduced by substitution of
non-toxic materials; by mechanical perfection of the spray
gun; by the use of proper precautionary safeguards.
4. By practical education, teaching the proper
operation and proper service of the spraying machine
hazards can be still more reduced.
5. Adequate, uniform regulations by law are
necessary for the protection of the spray operator.
6. It is possible to adopt the spraying machine
as a recognized tool of the trade provided that necessary
protection is afforded the operator.
7. With proper organization the adoption of
the spraying machine as a tool of the trade will materially
benefit our members.
8. The adoption of the spray gun would not in-
terfere with the prerogative of the individual members.
9. The solution of the problem Is not a local,
but a national one.
The attitude of labor toward the spray gun is
clarified but the commission raised the following question.
With brushes being displaced, will the painter lose control
of his work, thus creating a specialized industry in the
hands of a particular group of machine experts? This is a
vital problem to the master painter, the journeyman
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painter, and to the brush manufacturers. If a specialized
group vaults into control it may sound the death knell of
the brush industry for all practical purposes. But if
spray painting is regulated and developed as a supple-
mentary service of the industry under the control of the
painter as he now exists, all present parties will be
benefited. If this combination can be worked out, it is
probable that the spray and the brush will be used to
complement each other, the best method being used by
experts for the particular job.
The advertisement of a local paint contractor
shows that the above mentioned combination may be
realized. In part it reads somewhat as follows: -
"dependable, speed in operation, quality of finish,
skilled workmen, intelligent supervision, financial
reliability, modern equipment, fifty years experience
applying paint. Contractors for painting buildings,
inside or out, brush or spray, anywhere in New England.”
The concern is the Morse Spray Painting Company,
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The attitude of the paint industry
towards the master painter .
The average master painter hasn't been a
particularly aggressive individual. We recognize the fact
that the spray gun has come to stay, but some of the
painters have been trying to combat it instead of accepting
the inevitable. They could turn the machine to their
advantage by organizing spray painting and decorating as a
new department in an old industry. The old members should
adopt the new methods and increase their ability and
efficiency to satisfy their customers. Under this method
the old industry would continue to progress and would
insure the development of the new without the friction
that must follow a process of individual development along
antagonistic lines. It is my opinion that cooperation
would result to the advantage of the brush maker. In un-
controlled competition between the two methods of painting,
the brush is under a terrific handicap. But if harmony is
maintained, the brush will probably continue to be used
where it has an advantage over the spray. If an entirely
new group of painting contractors comes into being, using
spray machines only, the brush manufacturers will find
their existence is definitely limited.
The paint manufacturer believes that the master
painter presents a problem, (l) The painter conducts his
business in a lax way. The average painter does not go
(l) Course of Lectures on Paint, Varnish and Lacquer -
Paint and Varnish Superintendents' Club of the
Philadelphia District.
page 276
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around looking for jobs; he waits for the business to come
to him. It is probable that very few home owners have been
approached and asked for the job of painting their
property. Some paint men think that if the paint industry
waits for the master painter to apply its output, it will
never be applied. At one time they were worrying about
the decreasing number of apprentices because at the present
trend there would have been too few to do the painting re-
quired. The spray gun has effectively removed that cause
of worry.
The fact that the spray gun requires more paint
for a job than brushing should not deter paint manufacturers
from giving the spray contractors their active support,
particularly if these men are more energetic than the
master painter. If any such action is taken, the demand
for brushes will probably slump more. It must be remem-
bered, however, that several paint manufacturers also
produce brushes. Any such action would place them in con-
flicting fields. The probability is that they would favor
the spray painter and also word their contracts in such a
way that paint dealers would have to feature their brushes
rather than those of the independent brush manufacturer.
In any event, the outlook of the plant manufacturing
simply brushes is rather dark. Ingenuity is necessary
for continued existence.
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Will the spray gun supersede the brush?
If by this question one means in importance, the
answer is that the spray gun has already done so. The
brush will not disappear, but it has definitely been
relegated to the background. The brush industry has never
been a particularly large one, but it hardly seems likely
that it will retain even its present importance.
The spray gun meets the painting demand by re-
ducing the cost of the job, thus obtaining work which
ordinarily would not be done at the comparatively high
cost of hand labor. It is obviously the answer to the
painting problem, although the brush will not be displaced
entirely by the spray machine* I have already mentioned
that one spray booster stated that VO per cent of available
surfaces could best be sprayed, leaving the remaining 30
per cent for the brush. The brush industry may never again
approach its former volume of business, but it is not des-
tined to disappear entirely. The brush is still a necessary
painting tool, particularly on small surfaces such as trim
and sashes. It is a tool that frequently can be used to
advantage in conjunction with the spray gun.
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The spray machine is another link toward
mechanization. It represents progress in an industry which
had shown little initiative over a long period of years.
The painter and the manufacturer must recognize the
changed conditions and attempt to consolidate their
positions before it is too late to make an attempt to do so.
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Other Industries - Attempt to gain more
of the consumer's dollar.
Competition between the various paint brush
manufacturers is terrific. They do not need to be told
so for they have known it for years. But what many of
them do not seem to realize is that the products of the
industry are sold in competition with the products of
other industries. The consumer’s dollar is the objective
of many carefully designed merchandising plans.
In a lecture (1) conducted under the auspices
of the Paint and Varnish Superintendent's Club of the
Philadelphia District, Horace Felton, of the Felton Sibley
Company, discussed the competitive position of the paint
industry. Because of the industrial relationship between
these products the remarks are particularly interesting to
the paint brush manufacturing industry. The following dis-
cussion is based on Mr. Felton's lecture.
As Mr. Felton sees it, the big problem of the
paint industry is not to find people who have the buying
power - they are plentiful - but to induce them to spend
a portion of their buying dollar for paint and varnish.
(1) Felton - Merchandising from Viewpoint of Salesman
Course of Lectures page 253
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Mr. Charles J. Casper is responsible for this statement : (1
)
’’The value of all buildings in the United States
is placed at ninety billion dollars. It is con-
servatively estimated that these buildings are
only 25% properly painted outside as well as inside.
This leaves sixty-seven billion dollars of un-
painted buildings as our market.”
About the same time McGraw-Hill Company made a
survey of the paint industry and they estimated the market
to be worth §150,000,000.
The position of the paint industry is described
by Mr. Ross J. Clemens, former president of the National
Association of Paint Distributors, in a speech before a
Southern Zone Convention. (2
)
'’Standing as we are today, we do not make a
very good showing in the fight between industries,
as is evidenced by the figures compiled by the
Bureau of Census in its survey of eleven cities
of the United States. These cities had populations
from 25,000 to 3,000,000 and the survey took into
consideration every commodity. This survey showed
that the retail sales of paint and varnish and
(1) Quoted by Mr. Felton from an address of about six years
ago. page 255
(2) Quoted by Mr. Felton, it 255

glass industries were less than one half of one
per cent of the total, while many other industries
were getting much larger amounts. For instance,
the automobile industry, 6,45 per cent; and
automobile parts and accessories, 2,32 per cent,
of over four and a half times as much as our
industry for automobile parts and accessories.
Viewed from the standpoint of per capita sales,
the automobile industry sold $43.51 to every man,
woman and child in these eleven communities, -
the parts and accessories business, $9.10; while
the entire paint, varnish, and glass industries
got but $2.55 per capita. To indicate the extent
of this survey, the total sales involved were four
and a quarter billion dollars.”
Mr. Felton suggests that the poor showing of the
paint industry is due to the fact that the members are not
as aggressive in cultivating the field. Improved productive
facilities have placed business in a highly competitive
selling stage. One of the immediate problems of the paint
industry is to attract a larger portion of the consumer*
s
dollar.
The dollar is divided somewhat as follows: (1)
(1) Felton page 256
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Food 43.1#
Shelter 17.7#
Clothing 13.2#
Fuel, Light 5.6#
Sundry Items 20.4#
The industries in which we are interested cannot cut into
the money spent in the first three groups to any great
extent; any increase in their share of the business done
must come at the expense of others in that fourth group.
It is therefore necessary to build up a desire for the
product in the minds of the consumer. The paint industry
can do this by appealing to beauty and preservation. The
industry has inaugurated an advertising program to boost
its sales. Its Save the Surface Campaign has been placed
on a national basis using the slogan - "When you Paint to
Preserve You Beautify, and When you Paint to Beautify You
Preserve."
For several years the paint industry has been
devoting itself to two promotion campaigns, the Save the
Surface Campaign, and the Clean Up and Paint Up Campaign.
Something like $400,000 a year was invested in them. The
Save the Surface Campaign represents cooperation between
manufacturers of paint, lacquer, varnish, and allied
materials in national advertising to stimulate consumer
demand. The same group sponsors the Clean Up and Paint Up
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Campaign for the same purpose. It works through Service
Clubs, Civic Clubs, Schools, Churches, and like agencies,
stressing the value of civic betterment through cleanliness.
The brush industry is dependent upon the paint
industry for sales. The less paint sold, the less the
demand for brushes. The brush manufacturer should be
intensely interested in assisting to increase the sale
of paint, although his business will not increase propor-
tionately because of competition from the spray gun. It
would be well for the brush maker to cooperate actively
with the paint manufacturer. The value of such a tie-up
is illustrated by the ownership connection existing between
several of the large paint manufacturers and brush houses*
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IV. The Distribution Problem
grows more apparent as the field
for brushes gradually narrows.

The Conventional Outlets and Difficulties Encountered
Most of the brush manufacturers use the conven-
tional marketing systems. The maker ordinarily sells to
the wholesaler who supplies the needs of the retailers
within his district. Some of the large manufacturers sell
directly to large users and sales to the Government are
made directly. Small houses may eliminate the wholesaler
entirely and make direct sales in a restricted territory
thus enabling them to shave the prices of their larger
competitors. Mail order houses and chain stores buy from
the manufacturer and, incidentally, they usually stock the
cheaper grades.
The Retailer
The retailer is a very weak link in the selling
chain. The average retail clerk is a notoriously poor
salesman. He knows little about the product and usually
cares less. If a man comes into the store to buy paint the
clerk sells him the paint - or takes an order for it - but
it is an established fact that the ordinary clerk does not
even mention brushes. If the buyer happens to think of a
brush and asks for one, he gets it. Whether or not he gets
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the proper brush, for the job he is contemplating is another
question. He frequently does not. Retail salesmen in this
line do not seem to have the same persistence that is
shown by the haberdashery clerk who usually tries to sell
a prospective customer at least one of every article he
carries in stock.
In his lecture on Merchandising from Viewpoint of
Salesman (1), Mr. Felton points out some of the weaknesses.
Sometime ago the Save the Surface Campaign was preparing
training courses for wholesale salesmen, retail salesmen,
and master painters. They sent experienced men out into
the field to contact all types of outlets where paints were
sold in order to get facts for the preparation of the
courses. The study covered the entire country and one of
the main things brought out was that the retail salesman
usually did not start with a clear understanding of the
customer’s wants. A small independent survey made in Utah
is mentioned. At the instigation of Mr. Wallace Bennett,
then chairman of the Western Zone group, Mr. Adam Bennion,
an executive of the Utah Power and Light Company, carried
on a little investigation of his own in preparation for an
address he was scheduled to make to the Convention on Sales
Training. Mr. Bennion was to visit all the retail stores
he could and buy paint only when he felt that the clerk had
used good salesmanship in attempting to close the sale*
(1) Felton pages 260, 261
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Every gallon that he purchased was to he taken off his
hands by Mr, Bennett, The investigator made forty calls
and out of those forty calls he only bought two gallons
of paint, Mr, Felton does not think that that was an
exaggeration. He says that if a request is made for
some product that is not carried in stock there is
usually no effort to sell you the product they do have,
and if an effort is made they usually do not give
sufficient reasons for substitution. The foregoing is
just as applicable to paint brushes as it is to paint.
The Average Buyer
The average buyer is in no position to choose
the type of brush he needs. He knows what he wants to do
with it, but he doesn f t know what brush is best suited for
his purposes. He must necessarily rely upon the knowledge
of the retail clerk unless the manufacturer makes it plain
what brush is to be used in each given situation. Even if
the buyer does happen to know what type brush to buy, it
is the unusual case when he is able to differentiate
between a good and a poor brush. Again he must rely upon
the clerk to sell him something that fills his requirements
and again the clerk usually fails him. An inexpensive
brush may do the work, but frequently it causes a disastrous
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job* The salesman should know when to sell expensive
brushes, and when to recommend the more inexpensive type.
After the purchase has been made, the real
trouble usually starts. The householder has no fixed idea
of how to use a brush and preserve it. More expert painters
are frequently in the same position. When the brushes
have been used and put away improperly, they will not
function as they should. The amateur painter does not
realize the cause and attributes it to faulty manufacture,
and the maker suffers when the experimenter purchases again.
Occasionally these brushes are returned to the retailer.
It is the custom - except in the chain stores - to accept
them and eventually they are returned to the manufacturer.
These unnecessary returns naturally increase the costs of
doing business. But the master painter is a much bigger
problem than the amateur. It is common knowledge that he
frequently brings back brushes for credit upon the comple-
tion of one job, if he has nothing else in prospect. The
retailer listens to the complaint, grants the request, and
turns the brushes over to the maker. A manufacturer will
occasionally get brushes back which he positively knows
have seen long and honorable service. Here is a custom
which should be ended as rapidly as possible for the good
of the industry.
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Attempts to Overcome These Difficulties .
The manufacturers recognize the shortcomings of
the dealers and attempt to educate them so that the
difficulties can he eliminated, Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Company advertises, - ”The brush - as important as the
paint or varnish.” (1) They state that good paint cannot
be applied with poor brushes. They suggest that the dealer
instruct his clerks so that suitable brushes will be sold
with every paint and varnish product. The recommendation
is made that the dealer should carry a small line of care-
fully selected brushes to meet his trade requirements.
Proper display of well labelled stock is also an important
factor.
Some manufacturers have helpful pamphlets printed
and distributed for general consumption. An example
follows: (2)
A few facts to help the householder ...
When you are thinking of painting, don’t
overlook the part played by the brush in the
results you will get. Remember that even the
skilled painter using the best paint, cannot do
a good job with a poor brush - that a good brush
will do a better looking and longer lasting job;
(1) “Glass, Paints ,Varnishes
,
and Brushes.
(2) Selecting and Using a Paint Brush -
J. C. Pushee & Sons, Inc.
page 149

82
and do it easier, quicker and with less material,
A poor brush does not hold its shape and is
itself the cause of such things as brush marks,
streaks, runs, sags, thick and thin spots,
spattering, dripping, etc.
Selecting A Brush
Unfortunately the average person cannot hope
to judge the working qualities of a brush before
using. Even experienced painters are sometimes
fooled until the brush is put to work.
The best advice you can be given is to
patronize a good paint dealer and be guided by
his advice. He may not have as cheap brushes as
you can buy, but a few cents more for a brush -
very few on the small sizes - often means the
difference between complete satisfaction and a
constant reminder of a poor job.
How A Good Brush Works - And Why
Because a good brush keeps its proper shape
when correctly U3ed, it applies a uniform coat
and draws a neat straight edge with comparative
ease. It will not shed bristles. It will produce

perfect appearance if paint and surface are right.
It is the result of proper blending of several
kinds and lengths of bristle, by experts - of
permanently eliminating the natural curl, by a
process involving several distinct operations
and handling by highly skilled workmen. A good
brush is shaped specially to preserve the split
(flag) ends of the bristle so valuable for carrying
paint.
The springiness in good bristle causes better
and quicker penetration by driving the paint further
into the very small cracks and crevices in the sur-
face and forcing out air. This means a longer life
for the job.
Use And Care Of The Brush
Bristles set in rubber may be used in any
material. For varnish, lacquer, enamel, and shellac
you should use a varnish brush which is shaped to
flow the material evenly - but enough brushing out
to insure an even coat is best for any material.
Before starting, beat the brush against the
hand several times to dislodge any loose bristles
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which have not caught in the rubber. A few cannot
be avoided.
You will help the brush to work well by dipping
and wiping the flat side on edge of can a few times
before starting. The best brush will lose shape to
some degree if abused by careless use edgeways or
for poking into corners - but if reasonably used,
the good brush will quickly resume the proper shape
when brushed out on the flat side two or three times.
Never soak a brush in water - it is most apt to
cause swelling and loss of shape.
AFTER USING, the brush should have immediate care
if it is to remain a satisfactory working tool.
PERMANENT CARE consists of cleaning in the proper
solvent - turpentine for oil or flat paint, varnish,
or enamel, - lacquer thinner for lacquer, - alcohol
for shellac. Work the brush thoroughly in the sol-
vent. Get all paint out of the heel - specially if
you intend using in another kind or color of material*
Wash with soap and warm water, - rinse, - straighten
the bristle, - wrap in stiff paper, creasing first
along sides of bristle, and then across the end.
Kalsomine and whitewash brushes should never be
put in hot lime, and should be rinsed thoroughly
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immediately after using, in two parts water and one
part vinegar, bristles straightened, and papered,
and the brush hung up by the handle to dry.
TEMPORARY CARE. If not convenient to clean at
once, or if brush is to be used again shortly, it
may be suspended for a few days in the painting
material or solvent. (This does not apply to kal-
somine and whitewash brushes.) Standing brush on
bristle ends will cause a permanent curl.
A brush used in paint, varnish, or enamel will
stay soft for a few days with material in it, if air
is sealed out by wrapping carefully in two or three
thicknesses of newspaper. This will not work with
lacquer or shellac whose solvents evaporate too
quickly.
The above is a sample of the definite, helpful
advice which the manufacturers try to give to the consumer.
The American Paint Journal Company publishes a
booklet (1) containing a series of questions and answers
pertaining to paint and varnish brushes, their use and care,
which is of inestimable value to painters, paint dealers,
and retail salesmen. The information is of a general nature
and applies to the brushes of all the leading manufacturers.
(1) A Brush Catechism
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A list of the questions is interesting.
How can thin spots in painting be avoided?
Do any brush manufacturers guarantee brushes to
give any definite amount of wear?
What are the best liquids and methods for washing
out brushes?
Does it harm brushes to put them away over night
loaded with paint?
Is it injurious to brushes to soak them in water?
How should a new brush be taken care of, and
broken in?
What causes a brush to "finger" (that is, bristles
separate into small bunches when in use)?
In general, what brushes are needed for average
outside house painting?
What is the chisel on a brush?
Why are varnish, enamel, and lacquer brushes
chiseled, while paint brushes are trimmed square?
Where is the best place to keep a stock of new
brushes?
Why Is it that a new brush will sometimes shed a
few bristles when first put into use?
How can the destruction of bristles by moths be
prevented?
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Does it harm a brush to allow it to stand on
bristle ends?
What causes the bristles of a paperhanger *
s
smoothing brush to ’’mat” when in use?
What causes a brush to flare or lose its shape?
Can a bristle brush be used in newly slaked lime
or acids?
What causes a brush to swell to such an extent
that some parts of it may crack or even burst?
How should kalsomine brushes be cared for?
What is the advantage of an oval or round brush?
What are some important factors in selling brushes
that will increase your sales of them?
Hov/ can I distinguish a poor brush from a good one?
What is the best way to keep brushes in first class
condition?
What causes a flat brush to wear into a fish-tail
shape with the center bristles shorter than those on
each side?
How do you account for the considerable variation
in prices for which most styles of brushes are sold?
Why does a brush leak paint all over the handle
when working on ceilings and high wall surfaces?
Should a brand new brush shed bristle?
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When brushes are to be stored away over winter or
for a long time, how should it be done to keep them
in good shape?
Is there any practical use for old stub brushes?
These are a few of the questions which this little
book discusses. It can readily be seen that a knowledge of
these answers is of value to any one who has an occasion to
use paint brushes.
These attempts at education are a step in the
right direction, but the dealer and the user must be willing
to cooperate with the manufacturer. They must be taught
that it is to their advantage to follow proper methods of
procedure.
Most manufacturers make use of display cards to
simplify the selection of the proper brush for the job.
This visual method can be made very effective, for the
householder can select the brush he needs without the aid
of the retail clerk. It is somewhat difficult to make up
the assortments appearing on the cards because in some
sections of the country the demand for the different
brushes varies and the dealer may be unable to sell some
units of the card assortment.
The most effective method of getting the proper
brushes into the hands of users is to educate the dealers.
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The paint industry has prepared sales training courses that
have been somewhat successful in adding to the efficiency
of the painters, retail salesmen, and wholesale salesmen.
The brush industry has attempted something along the same
line, but the success has not been startling. The house
salesmen receive a thorough training and the pamphlet has
been adopted to give the retail salesmen the essential back-
ground for their selling work. To the outsider, it seems
that some manufacturer could step in and with the judicious
use of money popularize his brushes at the expense of the
rest of the industry. As yet, this has not been done*
Perhaps the answer is that the industry has not been pros-
perous enough to spend or invest what profits there have
been*
The problem of returns was mentioned above. The
industry as a whole faces it but no determined stand has
been taken on the matter. Various manufacturers attempt to
handle the problem through pamphlets and letters. David
Linzer & Sons of New York City published a booklet titled
"The Facts About Brush Complaints and How to Handle Them”
•
It contains considerable information on how brushes should
be used and how to tell whether they have been handled
properly. It is designed to prevent wholesale returns.
Other concerns send out letters to keep the subject before
the salesmen, and impress upon them the information they
should impart to the customer in selling him a brush.
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Several paragraphs follow from a letter circulated in the
trade by J. C. Pushee & Sons, Inc.
’’The writer recently saw a kalsomine brush that
had been in service for five years. The brush had
been kept clean and is still in good shape for more
hard use. We urge you for your own good, as well
as ours, to instruct your clerks to stress to the
customer the value of keeping brashes clean.
"Proper care Is of great importance in getting
the most out of a brush. Give your customers the
benefit of your experience, and thereby, build up
his confidence in you as a distributor.”
The lack of cooperation in the industry is a
definite drawback in preventing returns. If the manufacturers
took a concerted stand on the matter, the problem would be
quickly eliminated. Competition is being carried to too
great lengths for the good of the industry. It is going to
be a case of survival of the fittest, which is as it should
be, but in the meanwhile, the spray gun is edging the brush
further into oblivion.
Advertising has proved of little value to the paint
brush industry. Several companies have tried but the results
have not been encouraging. The Rubbers et Company of New
Jersey used the Saturday Evening Post as a medium for a num-

ber of years without any noticeable improvement in the
condition of the concern. The company was finally absorbed
by Bristol-Myers who intended to develop the tooth brush
and shaving brush branch of the company. Some paint
brushes are still made, but it is planned to push the tooth
brush sales through the use of advertising and other forms
of sales promotion. The Wooster Company of Wooster,Ohio,
advertised extensively at one time, but it did not seem to
change the relative position of the company in the industry.
They have reverted to direct-mail advertising. The opinion
of the industry seems to be that advertising does not pay
sufficiently to warrant its extended use. As a matter of
fact, most of the companies would be unable to finance a
campaign of any considerable size. Cooperative advertising
has not been attempted because of the feeling that any gains
experienced by one manufacturer would be at the expense of
others. The executives are evidently working on the theory
that the demand for brushes is more or less inelastic and
the advertising men have not been able to make them change
that opinion.
,.
.
Difficulty of Obtaining Desirable Retailers.
Some manufacturers encounter difficulty in obtain-
ing a sufficient number of desirable retailers because of
the competition they meet in trying to sign up these outlets
Small manufacturers are willing to shade their prices to
obtain these better retailers. They are in a position to
do this because their overhead is usually less and they are
anxious to do business even on a very small margin. In
this they are aided by the fact that consumer demand has
not been educated to require certain brands. The average
purchaser gives no consideration to the identity of the
brush manufacturer; a brush is a brush. H© is willing to
accept whatever brand the salesman passes across the counter
Such a state of affairs can be attributed to the lack of
advertising.
The brush manufacturer in his quest for outlets
also meets the competition of the large company which owns
brush factories in conjunction with paint factories. It
simplifies matters for the retail dealer if he can get his
paint and brushes from the same source, and his volume dis-
counts are larger when they are applied to one total. Then,
there is the possibility that if retailers desire to handle
a certain brand of paint, they are strongly advised to
stock the brushes of a particular manufacturer. The fact
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that a manufacturer has a reputation for turning out good
brushes does not automatically gain him the cream of the
retail dealers. He finds the competition fierce throughout
the market.
Possibility of Increasing Distribution.
Hew Markets - Export s
It is possible to increase sales and open new
markets through the use of a good house organ. Any method
that builds up good will can be effective in an expansion
campaign. Brooms, Brushes, and Mops (1) refers to The Will
Covermore News, published by Hanlon & Goodman of Belleville,
New Jersey, for the purpose of presenting technical data
on how paint brushes are made, and giving information on
how to sell more, and better paint brushes. An article
showing how the concern’s customers can profit is re-
printed. (2)
"it has been proven time and time again that the
best way to produce results is to go out and
interview as many prospects as possible. This is
just as true in selling paints and painting as it
(1) September, 1935 page 6,
(2) Original appears in June 1935 issue of the Will
Covermore News
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is in selling automobiles, radios, or oil burners.
"Here is a plan for dealers and painters, in their
drive for new business, that we know will work.
First go to your local bank or financial institution
and make arrangements with them to cooperate with
you on Federal housing loans. Then make an up-to-
date list of the properties in your community that
are in need of painting. Have a quantity of circu-
lars printed to read something like this -
Good News At Last For Property Owners ! 1 PAINTING
Now Done On the Installment Plan. Under this,
insert the cut of the drawing ... featuring the
fact that for $6.39 per month, the property owner
can have a $200. renovating job done. Close the
circular by saying that free estimates will gladly
be given, then your name in large type, street
address and telephone number. Also any slogans you
may use, such as
. . .
"Distribute these circulars to each house on your
list, either personally or by mail. The important
thing to do is follow up the circular by personal
solicitation. Do not wait for the property owners
to call you up, or send you a written invitation -
you* 11 wait a hundred years for that. A day or so
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after the circulars have been distributed, call on the pro-
perty owner, and point out to him the advantages of painting
now from an investment, a beautifying, and a preservative
angle. Above all, stress the fact that the job does not
have to be paid for at once, but over a period of one to
three years.
"A local painter tried this plan. From his first
twenty-five follow-up calls, he landed three painting jobs
on the Federal Housing Installment plan. One job was for
|185.00, one for $125.00, and the third for $165.00."
Another article explains why it is more expensive
to use a $1.00 paint brush on a job than a $2.50 brush.
These studies represent attempts of the company to assist
its dealers in building up their sales. The dealers realize
of course, that all this work reacts to the advantage of the
manufacturer, but they are glad to receive any suggestions
which they can profitably use. Such a program can build
up a closely knit and loyal organization.
New markets are difficult to obtain. The de-
pression brought about a scramble for additional territory,
but unfortunately, there was no place to turn. Foreign
markets were already being satisfactorily supplied because
the brush industry is old, and well established in most
European countries. It is difficult to compete with
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the European manufacturers because of the tariff barriers
and their lower overhead costs. Some brushes are exported
but the number is not sufficient to make an impression on
the amount that could be supplied if fertile markets were
unearthed. The value of the exports does not equal the
value of the imports; as far as the brush industry is con-
cerned, the balance of trade is unfavorable.
Here are some export figures. (1)
For January, 1935: (2) For December, 1934:
Dozen Value Dozen Value
Tooth 14,860 # 31,316 15,579 #31,685
Toilet 1,264 3,397 1,917 4,813
Paint 4,687 9,577 4,149 8,858
Other 21,064 12,489 9,434 14,192
For 6 months ended Dec . 1934
:
Tooth 91,637 #180,787
Toilet 9,134 26,345
Paint 16,857 41,721
Other 76,665 70,943
(1) Brooms, Brushes
,
and Mops
,
(2) May 1935, page 12,

For February 1935: (1) March: (2)
Dozen Value Dozen Value
Tooth 9,415 $19,970 10,987 $ 23,480
Toilet 599 2,064 2,021 4,179
Paint 4,176 10,057 2,293 6,152
Other 8,519 9,848 35,978 10,714
For April 1935: (2) May : (3)
Tooth 14,563 $24,324 12,090 $ 22,949
Toilet 1,658 5,124 1,639 4,201
Paint 2,750 7,702 3,494 9,390
Other 19,816 10,970 26,742 10,525
For June 1935: (4) July : (5)
Tooth 13,449 $29,187 7,790 $ 16,777
Toilet 1,245 3,693 2,401 7,172
Paint 3,390 9,667 3,845 11,152
Other 6,056 8,413 45,181 12,682
For 6 months ended June 1935: (4)
Tooth 75,232 $161,226
Toilet 7,626 22,293
Paint 177,390 52,545
Other 127,775 63,324
(1) Brooms
,
Brushes
,
and Mops, June, 1935 page 19
(2) August ,1935 ” 19
(3) September ,1935 " 16
(4) October, 1935 ” 19
(5) November, 1935 " 17
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A study of the figures shows that the value of
the paint brushes exported during the year July 1934, to
the end of June, 1935, was only $94,266* Paint brush
imports are included in " Other brushes" • As this classi-
fication has a value of $287,207 for the same period, it
is safe to assume that we import more paint brushes than
we export. The logical conclusion is that new markets are
not present to help solve the problem of diminishing con-
sumption. A more intensive cultivation of present markets
together with the introduction of new types of brushes,
and better brushes may be the best method of increasing
distribution.
New Types of Brushes
The development of new types of brushes would
help to cement a firmer foundation for the industry. It is
probable that the paint brush line is complete enough for
all purposes, thus it is a question whether these manu-
facturers would benefit by any new designs of brushes in
general.
Recently, two new items sponsored by leading
beauty specialists have appeared on the market. These
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articles are used as make-up aids. One is a small soft
bristle brush designed for the purpose of applying cream
to the lips. Two applications are necessary; the cream
is used first and is followed by the application of red
lip-pomade. The same brush is used for the whole job.
The other brush mentioned is used for blending rouge on
the face. Previously lipsticks and chamois puffs were
used for these operations. (1) One of the divisions of
the brush industry should be able to capitalize on these
innovations. It is up to the others to use their imagina-
tions and their ingenuity if they wish to maintain their
insecure positions. Experience has taught us that there
is usually some way in which we can improve or consolidate
our standing. Some small and apparently insignificant
product might open up an entirely new field.
Efforts to Better the Product
Reputable concerns have maintained the quality
of their products throughout the depression even though
it has meant a considerable struggle. They are offering
a product which is as satisfactory as any that has been
produced by the industry. As quickly as real improvements
(1) Brooms ,Brushes
,
and Mops, October 1935, page 17,
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are made, they adopt them. Research is a part of their
program.
One concern, David Linzer & Sons, Inc., has been
working on a method which will enable the brush user to
ignore the "breaking- in" period. Like many another article
the brush must be handled carefully in its period of
initial use if it is expected to deliver useful service
later. Hog bristle loses some of its flexibility and
elasticity during the manufacturing, but if it is properly
broken in, it functions as it should. Naturally, this takes
time and trouble and not all painters are willing to follow
the proper steps.
The accepted way to break-in a new brush is to
soak it over-night in linseed oil and then brush the oil
out with smooth even strokes. The brush can then be placed
in the paint and the brushing out is continued until the
paint has been worked into the brush. The " Pre-Treated"
brush is ready for immediate use by the purchaser; the pre-
liminaries mentioned above can be ignored.
The manufacturers claim that "Pre-Treating" fills
the cells of each bristle with oil which leaves the bristles
springy and elastic. The brush is also worked down into an
efficient edge and shape, a process which would take the
painter several days.
The claim is made that the treatment produces a

brush that will resist most of the abuses to which it is
ordinarily subjected. It is supposed to eliminate
fingering, flaring, swelling, and crooked, twisted
bristles. (1)
’’When properly cleaned and cared-for after each
using, a Pre-Treated brush will do good work for years
until it is worn down to a short stump.” (2)
Regardless of the merits of the Pre-Treated
brushes
,
it is an example of what the industry must do if
it is to retain any part of its former importance. Care
must be taken not to ballyhoo any changes until they have
proved to be of real value. The industry must move ahead
or step aside for another one. In this case, the brush
industry must advance or the spray gun will practically
eliminate it from the field.
(1) Brooms, Brushes, and Mops, October 1935,
(2) Ibid
page 7,
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V Lack of Coordination in the Industry*

There Are No Associations of any Particular Value
The brush industry is small but it is composed of
a large number of competing units. It has established one
coordinating factor in the American Brush Manufacturers
Association. The leading concerns all belong to it, but
it does not appear to be particularly valuable. Meetings
are held occasionally at which matters of mutual Interest
are brought up and various agreements made. During the
remainder of the year, the secretary - and this is a part
time job for him - attempts to keep matters moving.
The Association has not resulted in establishing
any harmony in the industry. Most of the members seem to
think that any agreements that are made are binding on the
others but that they have the right to follow their own
inclinations. The major difficulty is that the work of the
organization is not taken seriously enough to make it of
much value to the industry.
The Association did considerable work with regard
to the N. H. A. and it is of value whenever the majority of
the industry can find something to agree upon. The fight
of the industry against the prison labor situation was
carried on through the Association. Briefs were filed in
this connection. A tariff fight was also conducted. But
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the Association is not a real factor in the industry,
although it might have been if the N. R. A* movement had
not collapsed.
The brush industry is sadly in need of coopera-
tion because it is steadily sliding backward in its com-
petition with the spray gun. The members must band
together and prove to users that the brush has not been
outmoded as an instrument for applying paint. But instead
of trying to build up the industry, they are competing
with each other and are disrupting their own markets. They
are making it easier for the spray gun manufacturers to
expand their sales.
As the situation stands today, it is difficult
to curb unfair practices. Each concern is out to better
its own condition and most companies are trying to do it
at the expense of some other member of the same industry.
The welfare of the industry is only a secondary considera-
tion. As an example of this, we note the failure to adopt
the use of cooperative advertising. It was the general
feeling that several of the concerns would benefit to a
greater extent than the other members. They did not
consider that the industry as a whole might advance
through the use of such a program. Lack of foresight
seems to be prevalent.
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Constructive Possibilities
There is an element in the industry which probably
never could be induced to cooperate with anyone. They are
the ones making it difficult for all. If the majority
could be induced to cooperate, the minority would no longer
be able to cause so much confusion. They probably could
be effectively silenced if it was impossible to force them
into line.
The brush manufacturers must take some steps if
they wish to conserve their business. An interesting ex-
periment was attempted in England with the establishment
of the Retail Trading Standards Association. The movement
t
has the support of large department stores and other re-
tailers who wish to re-establish the confidence of the
public in retail trading. The object of the association
is to build up sound retail trading practices, and to
educate the public to appreciate the proper value of mer-
chandise. (1) Brooms, Brushes, and Mops suggests that such
a policy might be adopted in this country with some success.
The purchasing public could be taught brush values. The
result would be to bring prices of goods of similar
quality into line. The non-cooperating concerns would
(1) Brooms,Brushes , and Mops, September ,1935, page 10
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then be unable to disrupt the market by offering goods of
poor quality to unsuspecting brush users. Such a program
would require a large amount of time, labor, and money,
but it would be worth it if it would assist in bettering
the internal conditions. The industry must function
smoothly if it is going to hold its own against the spray
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VI. Miscellaneous Problems.

Production
Brush manufacturing might be termed a fortunate
industry in that it has no real production difficulties.
From this angle it is an ideal business for a man with a
small amount of money, for the required investment is
relatively small and the necessary experience can be
purchased in the labor market. Here is the basis for that
terrific competition which we have already noted; the
competition which is the bane of the larger companies.
Houses well established in a field which requires a large
initial expenditure and where technical problems abound
have the advantage as far as new cut-throat competition
is concerned.
There is only one production difficulty of any
practical importance to be met in the manufacture of brushes.
Bristles provide the unsolved problem. Bristles must
necessarily undergo a great deal of cleaning before they
are ready for the manufacturing process. The customary pre-
paration consists of boiling and drying and this process
removes much of the natural oil from the bristles. After
the sterilizing and mixing, the bristles are ready for the
brushmaker. The next step is to put the proper quantity
and lengths of bristles into a ferrule or metal band. In
order to keep the bristles in shape during the manufacturing
stage, the flag ends are dipped into a substance and when
this substance is thoroughly dry, the bristles are placed
in a rubber compound. Upon reaching the proper consistency.
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the rubber is vulcanized. The brush spends at least six
hours in the vulcanizer at a temperature of approximately
360. More oil is removed during this stage. Nov/ the
bristles are embedded in hard rubber and if the work has
been properly done, the brush will not shed or come apart.
The next step, the brush is nailed, the handle is put in
place, and then it is ready to be finished. The finishing
consists of again thoroughly washing and cleaning the
bristles, polishing the ferrule, and stamping the brand
and size of the brush on the handle with steel stamps.
Before brushes are packed, each is combed, slightly
dampened, and then the bristles are wrapped in stiff paper
to keep them in good shape for the user.
It is evident that the bristles are an important
factor in determining the value of a brush and it is equally
obvious that the repeated subjection of the bristles to
heat robs them of some of their efficiency. The same pro-
cedure has been followed for years and years without improve-
ment, but recently an attempt has been made to artificially
replace the lost oil. the ” Pre-Treated” brush, which has
already been mentioned, is the result. It is claimed that
bristles treated in this manner retain all their original
flexibility and suppleness. It may be that the problem has
already been completely solved; at least a step has been
made in the right direction.
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The Demand For Highly Colored Handles
In recent years there has been a marked demand
for colored handles. Color has been seized upon as an
agent for promoting sales in many lines, and brush dealers
have felt the urge to adopt it. Handles now frequently
carry two or three different colors, and many dealers go
so far as to demand an individual color scheme. It is a
simple enough matter to have the handles painted, but it
does increase the overhead of the manufacturers. Whereas
large quantities of similar handles were formerly pur-
chased, orders now have to be split up into several color
groups. Manufacturers find it necessary to stock a
larger variety of handles, and naturally a larger invest-
ment is required. The small, frequent orders for handles
of varying colors causes uneasiness to both the brush
manufacturer and the handle maker, but they are willing
to try anything within reason if there is an opportunity
to increase sales. It is a minor problem, and one that
has nothing to do with the quality of the brush, yet it
shows that everything concerned with the article must be
considered if the product is to succeed in the market.
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The Bristle Situation
Bristles are a large item in the total cost of a
brush, so it is apparent that a great deal of care must be
taken in their purchase. The problem arises from the fact
that bristles must be bought in a foreign market months in
advance of use. Prices fluctuate rapidly and the industry
is in no position to take severe inventory losses. Of
course there are plenty of chances to speculate, but that
is not the object of manufacturing* As hedging is not
possible, buying plans must be formulated with extreme
care.
The bristle situation has changed considerably
in the last few years and stocks have become short and
supplies small because of a reduction in the Russian pro-
duction. At one time, Russia was one of the principal
sources of the world supply of bristles. Nov/ pigs are
being slaughtered before they can furnish matured bristles.
The Government is promoting pig breeding for the meat,
and the new strain does not grow as good bristles as the
old native breed. Another contributing factor is the
increase in the Russian manufacture of brushes, so that
a large amount is consumed there instead of being ex-
ported. (1) Bristles are no longer as important to the
(1) Facts About Bristles. H.Rosenhirsch Company, page 15
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Russian peasant as they used to be; they have lost their
predominance. Up to fifteen years ago, a certain soft
bristle was used by Russian farmers as a dowry when
their daughters were married. Naturally enough, that
brand was given the name "Dower. " (1)
As a result of the world-wide shortage of
bristles, the Chinese product has gone up in price. Pro-
duction in other countries is small and the quality is
usually so poor that the bristles are not of any value
for brush manufacture. These developments have brought
about increased prices of brushes.
The following list of bristle imports gives an
idea of the value of the industry and the accompanying
table shows the difficulties encountered by the buyer of
bristles
:
Imports of Bristles
. (2)
Sorted ,bunched , or prepared: Pounds Value
For October, 1934 331,334 $479,041
For November ,1934 352,333 480,689
For December ,1934 450,559 495,707
For January, 1935 427,650 498,128
For February ,1935 346,611 381,530
For March, 1935 319,050 344,551
For April, 1935 233,983 336,219
(1) Facts About Bristles, H.Rosenhirsch Company, page3,
(2) Brooms ,Brushes ,and Mops, November ,1935. " 14,
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Sorted ,bunched , or prepared: Pounds Value
For May, 1935 298,140 $ 470,755
For June, 1935 368,496 588,089
For July, 1935 510,842 633,066
for 7 months ended July, 1935 2,504,772 3
,
,252,338
The average value per pound for several years follows :(1)
January
,
1933 yp • 55 January, 1934 $ 1.02
February, 1933 .71 February, 1934 .97
March, 1933 .56 March
,
1934 1.01
April, 1933 .76 April, 1934 1.17
May, 1933 .89 May, 1934 1.10
June
,
1933 .67 June
,
1934 1.19
July, 1933 .65 July, 1934 1.08
August, 1933 .67 August, 1934 1.06
September, 1933 .70 September, 1934 1.30
October, 1933 .85 October, 1934 1.45
November
,
1933 1.03 November, 1934 1.37
December, 1933 1.00 December, 1934 1.10
January 1935 1.16
February, 1935 1.10
March, 1935 1.08
April, 1935 1.44
May, 1935 1.58
June 1935 1.60
July, 1935 1.24
(1) Brooms , Brushes ,and Mops, May, 1935
November ,1935
page 14,
" 14.

Prices are constantly fluctuating and it is
noticeable that if the price of one month is higher than
that of the previous month, the following month usually
shows a decrease*
During the depression, prices reached an ab-
normally low point; in fact, many sales were made at a
price lower than the actual cost of production* The most
popular assortment is the 55 case assortment, made up of
bristles from a length of two and one-half inches to five
and one-half inches, varying in lengths by one-quarter
inch steps. At the low point, this assortment was
delivered in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, or Baltimore
at |*48 a pound. In 1924-25, the same combination sold
at a high point of $3,80 a pound. The present price
(February, 1936) is $2.10 a pound.
Bristle buying is difficult. A great deal of
experience is necessary, although in many cases even this
is of no avail. It frequently resolves into a gamble,
and many are the purchasers who wish they had had the
foresight to load up at the low prices. But the majority
did not have the money, and the banks would not lend it
to them for purposes of raw material speculation.
Without question, bristle buying is one of the
most important factors in producing a profit or a deficit

Poor buying is too much of an obstacle to overcome, even
if the organization is an efficient producer,
buying adds a worthwhile margin to the profits
Shrewd
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VII. The Situation Abroad

European Manufacturers and the Depression. (1)
Consideration of Countries and Markets.
The nations which dominate the European brush
industry are England, France, Germany, Poland, Czecho-
slovakia, and Italy. The other large world producers
are the United States and Japan. The depression has
severely hit the European brush and broom industry, but
the trend is now towards better conditions. Domestic
buying power declined tremendously and foreign orders
were few. Germany suffered somewhat from the boycott
instituted by several countries. One of the helpful
features is that the industry is practically a small
factory industry, and sufficient economies have been
brought about to enable it to survive in fair shape.
England and France have already shown noticeable im-
provement.
Activity in domestic markets has increased to
some extent, thus offsetting the lack of international
trade. It has been the tendency of the various foreign
governments to hinder foreign buying by prohibiting im-
ports, by regulating quotas, or by refusing to grant
the export of money to pay for the purchases. These
(1) Brooms ,Brushes , and Mops, August, 1935 pages 5,6,7,
How European Brush and Broom Industry is Battling
Depression.
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drastic restrictions have not succeeded in cutting off
all foreign business; specialties are imported and ex-
ported. Of all the foreign brushmakers, the English
seem to have maintained their status best. For this,
they can thank the purchasing power of the British
Colonies and the appeal of the "Made in England" stamp
on the handles of their brushes.
The English are also favored by the extremely
wide distribution enjoyed by their magazines in their
wide spread colonial possessions. Advertising has paid
dividends in this instance, for British people in all
parts of the world have become accustomed to demand
British made brushes and brooms.
Germany lost valuable markets when her colonies
were taken away from her. With the flaunting of Hitlerism,
her other markets have shown a marked reaction. Feeling
runs high in many countries, particularly here in America.
Advances have been made in South America and the Germans
believe that their most important future markets will be
in that section.
Poland and Czechoslovakia have been getting along
fairly well as far as this industry is concerned. The pro-
ducts of these countries are not remarkable, but they have
always been serviceable and prices have been reasonable. It
is probable that both of these countries have benefited
by the German boycott.
? - !
.
Advertising
Although most of the improvement in European
brush and broom sales is due to a general improvement in
market conditions, some can be attributed to the smart
promotional methods adopted by a few of the manufacturers.
During the last few years, advertising has been
used with quite some success. In Germany the industrial
broom and brush industry has had some beneficial results
from the brand of advertising attempted. The German
brushmakers believe that that field offers more possi-
bilities than the toilet brush division of the industry.
The industrial reader has proved to be a good subject for
well planned advertising.
Distribution Methods
Indirect selling through jobbers and wholesalers
is the most important European channel. Most brush manu-
facturers follow this set-up, but several of the more im-
portant manufacturers are going directly to the retailer.
This is true in England, France, and Germany, but it does
not apply so much in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Italy.
It is recognized that this method is more expensive than
f
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the indirect one, but those using it claim that the closer
understanding of the retailer 1 s problems acquired is worth
the extra expense. The value is shown concretely in
additional sales*
Dealers Helps
The close cooperation existing between the manu-
facturer and the retailer has resulted in the increasing
use of dealers helps. Sales stands and sales cabinets
are being used extensively for display work. These helps
have proved to be of advantage to the dealer and the
manufacturer has noticed that the dealer has a tendency
to make a larger purchase at the beginning. One firm has
inaugurated a special service by having salesmen fill the
cabinets every few weeks, or as often as the retailers’
sales justify. A brush panel, consisting of a board to
be attached to the wall upon which hang a varied selection
of brushes, has proved of value in making multiple sales.
As used in these countries, the collections of brooms and
brushes make a good marriage present, but they are also
sold for general use.
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Packaging
Here is one branch that has not changed in many
years. One English firm, engaged in making toilet brush
specialties, still uses much the same type of box as it
packed its product in before the war. But many concerns
who made a habit of selling goods unpackaged have now
undertaken the use of cartons.
The Situation
’’The general belief in European brush and broom
circles is that European countries have come out of the
depression quicker than the United States.” (l)
The conclusion is that European countries will
not supply a good market for the export of American
brooms and brushes because there is not enough money for
such purposes. The table of American exports which was
given previously clearly shows the trend and the limited
possibilities.
(l) Brooms, Brushes, and Mops, August, 1935. page 7,
How European Brush and Broom Industry is Battling
Depression.
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The French Brush Industry, (1)
The French brush industry occupies an important
position in the country* It is an old and established
industry and has reached a point of perfection. Paint
brush production is centered in the Ardennes and Paris
region.
The total output of the five hundred and fifty
plants amounts to a value of about two hundred million
francs. Brushes of all kinds are included in this figure
About five thousand workmen are employed; the limited
number being due to the fact that the major plants use
highly developed automatic machinery. It is interesting
to note that these machines were formerly largely of
German design. In spite of the use of modern methods,
much of the output is the result of work done in the home
The French industry needs little skilled labor,
and as the factories are located near the industrial
centers, they can draw upon a cheap, untrained group.
Male employees average between three and four francs an
hour; women receive less. The machine work is fairly
simple and does not require highly skilled operatives.
Now that unemployment is large, workers are plentiful.
Domestic production is sufficient to take care
of the needs of domestic and colonial markets. French
(1) Brooms ,Brushes ,8nd Mops, June, 1935 page 8,
The French Brush Industry
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exports are greater than imports, although certain British,
German, and United States brushes find a steady demand in
France. United States exports of brushes to France consist
mainly of shaving brushes; paint brushes of similar origin
are not in great demand. Imported articles are naturally
higher, and this coupled with the fact that domestic con-
cerns can supply the requirements, effectively narrows the
demand for the product of foreign manufacturers.
French brushmakers are in the same position with
regard to foreign markets. Although French workmanship and
design are appreciated in the luxury trade, their high
price precludes an extensive foreign sale. The high franc
exchange has also done much to curtail French business
abroad. (1) Conversely, the position of the dollar in
foreign exchange has placed the American brush on a more
favorable competitive position with the domestic French
product. That situation has not proved of much value to
us because the French factories are producing a product
which is satisfactory to their customers.
French Imports Exports- (all sources)
Value in francs
1934 3,191,000 4,669,000
1933 8,860,000 6,120,000
1930 7,436,000 15,707,000
(1) Brooms ,Brushes , and Mops, August, 1935 page 6,
How European Brush and Broom Industry is Battling
Depression
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It is obvious that under the present conditions
the United States cannot hope to greatly increase its sales
of brushes in France, France is also aware that foreign
countries will not take her surplus brushes, so the policy
of exploiting trade with its colonies has been undertaken.
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Conclusion

It is obvious that the paint brush industry is
facing a hazy future. For the purposes of the moment, let
us leave the minor problems of the industry out of the
discussion and focus our attention on its chief competitor,
the spray gun.
Modern methods of mass production require speed
and economy throughout. The paint brush satisfies on the
score of quality; it is frequently superior to the spray
gun. But as far as speed is concerned, the paint brush
offers no flexibility. The paint brush will never again
be of much value in an assembly line. Another factor
against it is the time required for brush applied paint
to dry. Imagine the space that would be necessary for
drying, for instance, in the automobile industry. Brush
manufacturing provides another example of an industry
which is gradually losing importance because hand methods
are being thrown into the discard.
The spray gun has not yet replaced the brush in
the house painting field, but it is on its way to do so.
The gun has the advantage of speed and it makes large in-
roads in the labor costs, but it has not entirely proved
its superiority over the brush as far as this type of paint-
ing is concerned. The result will probably be determined
by the master painter, and the master painter has shown
that he is not one to rely on. He has exhibited a tremendous

lack of ambition and the paint industry has publicly
admitted that he is not able to apply the paint manu-
factured. The manufacturers were worried about the
situation, but they see hope in the form of the spray gun.
The brush manufacturer will suffer more if he does not
show some initiative soon, for if he loses the house
painting field, he will lose most of his present volume.
The best thing for him to do is to instill some confidence
in the master painter and advise him to take over the spray
gun as one of his tools, to be used in conjunction with
brushes. If new, independent contractors are allowed to
enter the spray field, it is very probable that they will
ignore the brush and make use only of the gun. The brush-
maker may not be able to maintain his present position,
but if he takes action he may be able to retain a large
amount of his volume. But he must plunge whole-heartedly
into the battle or the spray gun will take away the last
remnant of his importance.
The industry will have to work out its minor
problems also, if it is to remain a factor in the business
world. A stand has been taken on the manufacture of brushes
in Federal penitentiaries and foreign competition has been
studied. The unsettled internal conditions are recognized
and harmony could be restored by a little cooperation. An
attempt has already been made to remedy the distribution
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problem through the use of education. The dealers, clerks,
and consumers are being teught enough about brushes so
that they will know how they should be properly used. That,
in itself, is a significant forward step. Efforts have
also been made to increase the distribution by finding new
markets, developing new types of brushes, and by bettering
the product.
The manufacturers realize their predicament and
they are making determined efforts to maintain or improve
their positions. It is a good sign, but it does not change
the conclusion. The outlook is for improvement during the
next few years, and then the industry will probably lapse
into a static state. Volume will fall off, and the industry
will content itself with making specialized products. If
there is not too much competition, there should be a fair
profit in that restricted field.
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